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Overview
CWEDD is designated by the U.S. Department
of Commerce Economic Development
Administration (EDA) to work on economic
development efforts in, Benton, Lane, Lincoln,
and Linn Counties. CWEDD advocates for,
supports, and coordinates regionally significant
economic development activities in the region.
This regional CEDS will benefit the Cascades
West region in two primary ways:

1

The CEDS highlights key priorities for
the region in the next five years.

2

The CEDS identifies strategic priorities
that have regional significance.

What is a CEDS?
The Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS) contributes to effective economic
development in America’s communities and
regions through a locally-based, regionally-driven
economic development planning process.
The CEDS provides the capacity-building
foundation by which the public sector, working in
conjunction with other economic actors
(individuals, firms, industries), creates the
environment for regional economic prosperity.
-US Economic Development Administration

Spotlight on Economic Resilience
What is Economic Resilience?




The ability to recover quickly from a shock
The ability to withstand a shock
The ability to avoid the shock altogether

The challenges we’ve confronted in 2020 have prompted rapid
change and adaptation. Resilience is woven throughout this
CEDS in the hopes that the next time we face wide-ranging
shocks like those experienced in 2020, we’ll have better tools
and systems for avoiding, withstanding, and quickly recovering
from disruption.
Six principles have guided decisions about CWEDD’s 2020 CEDS
strategic priorities, implementation structure, and performance
indicators.
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Benton County
Population 1 94,665

(All Counties 2019)

Historically, the ocean, agricultural lands, and forest
lands provided a variety of harvesting, processing,
and secondary processing opportunities for the
region. During the 1980s, many of the region’s
natural resource-based businesses faced significant
structural changes and began contracting. This shift in
the region’s employment opportunities has
particularly impacted our rural areas.

Employment by Sector

District Profile

19%

17%

15%

Health Care

Government

Retail

13%

12%

12%

Food & Lodging

Lane County
Population1 381,365

Area 676 sq. mi.
Median Household
$58,655
Income 2
County Seat Corvallis

Lincoln County
Population1 48,305

Area 4,554 sq. mi.
Median Household
$49,958
Income2
County Seat Eugene

Linn County
Population1 127,320

Area 980 sq. mi.
Median Household
$46,061
Income2
County Seat Newport

Manufacturing Business Services

Area 2,291 sq. mi.
Median Household
$52,097
Income2
County Seat Albany

Portland State University Population Research Center. (2020) “Population Estimates for Oregon and Counties as of July 1, 2020.” Retrieved from:
https://www.pdx.edu/population-research/population-estimate-reports
2 US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (ACS), 5-Year Estimates. “Median household income (in 2018 dollars), 2014-2018.”
1
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Infrastructure
Connectivity North-South

Infrastructure
Connectivity East-West
and in Rural Areas

Economic Resilience

Natural Hazards and
Disaster Events

Supportive Business
Climate

Changing Demographics

Connections to Existing
Resources

Socio-political Factors

Culture of Innovation

Infrastructure Quality and
Availability

Equity

Tax Structure and Access
to Funding

Growing and Diverse
Regional Industries

Workforce Access to
Essential Services

New and Expanding
Regional Industries

Industry Shift and
Adaptability

Livability factors

Institutional Barriers

Unexpected Events and
Other Unknowns

Complex Boundaries for
Regional Collaboration
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Cascades West Economic Development District

Vision

Strategic Priorities
The District’s preferred future includes a growing diversified and resilient economy
with a range of employment opportunities that provide stable family wage jobs,
lifelong learning and training opportunities, sustainable natural resources, an
integrated infrastructure, and coordination among economic development efforts
throughout the region.

Priority Area 1

Regional Collaboration & Partnerships

Priority Area 2

Sector Diversification through Business Development

Priority Area 3

Infrastructure Resilience

Priority Area 4

Workforce Support

Priority Area 5

Rural Vitality

 Each Priority Area contains several ideas for approaches and
implementation. These options are a jumping off point rather than a
checklist.
 Economic development practitioners and their partners, with support
from CWEDD staff as capacity allows, will implement the CEDS –
implementation will be a collaborative effort across many organizations.
 It is not expected that economic development practitioners will pursue
all the ideas captured in this CEDS.
 Instead, economic development practitioners and their partners should
work together during annual convenings organized by CWEDD to identify
which approaches they want to pursue based on the assets and
strengths they are able to contribute.
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025 – Executive Summary
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Priority Area 1: Regional Collaboration &
Partnerships
Description: A regional economic development strategy is most effective
when it considers and incorporates the interests and strengths of all
jurisdictions in the region. By leveraging the strengths and capabilities of
each county towards a wider economic strategy, the region can become
more prosperous, resilient, and cohesive.
CWEDD’s Role: As a regional coordinating body, the District is well
positioned to facilitate collaboration. Over the next five years, the
District will foster cross-regional relationships and seek to align efforts
around regionally significant projects.

Key Partners
 Economic development staff across the region
 CWEDD Board
 Business Oregon
 Regional Solutions
 University of Oregon EDA University Center

Indicators
Collaboration: Presence of cross- and multijurisdictional economic development projects
Equity & Inclusion: Representativeness of CWEDD
Board & Working Groups
Resilience: Incorporation of resilience
considerations into regional and local economic
development strategies
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Cascades West Economic Development District

Priority Area 2: Sector Diversification Through
Business Development
Description: Our region’s businesses are the beating heart of our economy. To
thrive, the region must support and retain existing businesses while also
cultivating new businesses that will help diversify our economy and generate job
growth. With macro-level economic changes – from globalization to shifting
market structures – the regional economy will require a continued influx of fresh
energy from new and existing businesses.
CWEDD’s Role: The District has an opportunity to offer resources and
coordination that will support local-level business retention and expansion
efforts and entrepreneurial ecosystems builders. Over the next five years,
the District will provide research capacity, serve as an information hub,
and facilitate important connections between business support providers.

Key Partners





Economic development staff
Small Business Development Centers
Oregon RAIN
Chambers and other business associations

Indicators
Collaboration: Presence of referrals between
business support providers
Equity & Inclusion: Representativeness of business
owner demographics
Resilience: Presence of continuity of operations
plans

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025 – Executive Summary
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Priority Area 3: Infrastructure Resilience
Description: Large infrastructure projects, particularly those of regional
significance, often exceed the capacity and technical expertise of local
municipalities. Further, they often involve multiple partners, public-private
partnerships, complex regulatory systems, and strategic stakeholder
engagement. To effectively achieve needed infrastructure improvements in
the region, technical support will be required.
CWEDD’s Role: The District is uniquely positioned to support regional
infrastructure projects. Over the next five years, the District will
provide technical assistance and connect specific projects with other
resources (e.g., Regional Solutions Teams, University-based programs,
state and federal agency partners, etc.).

Key Partners
 Economic development staff
 Business Oregon Infrastructure Finance
Authority
 Local & county emergency managers

Indicators
Collaboration: Presence of cross- or multijurisdictional infrastructure projects
Equity & Inclusion: Presence of projects explicitly
considering equity
Resilience: Presence of projects explicitly
considering resilience and redundancy
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Priority Area 4: Workforce Support
Description: Many businesses in the region report that they are struggling to
find qualified employees for a range of skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled
positions, in part because of training, and in part because of livability factors
like lack of affordable housing options. There is also an ongoing need to
support existing workforce training efforts and to coordinate and align the
efforts of the various Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) in the region.
CWEDD’s Role: Over the next five years, the District will help link
education, training, apprenticeships, and career planning to the
employment needs of existing and emerging business sectors. The
District will also advocate for policies that will help enhance workers’
quality of life.

Key Partners





Economic development staff
Workforce Investment Boards
K-12 & higher education representatives
Local & county planning staff

Indicators
Collaboration: Level of coordination between EDOs
and WIBs
Equity & Inclusion: Percentage of cost-burdened
households
Resilience: Level of coordination between
education/worker-training programs and
businesses

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025 – Executive Summary
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Priority Area 5: Rural Vitality
Description: Rural communities have unique economic strengths and
challenges. While training and educational opportunities exist in the region,
distance and other challenges can prevent rural communities from accessing
those services. Lack of basic services can make rural areas less attractive to
prospective residents and employers. Therefore, ensuring equitable access to
basic services for residents and businesses in rural areas is a critical strategic
opportunity.
CWEDD’s Role: As a regional body that can work with Counties and
other districts that cover unincorporated areas and smaller towns, the
District plays an important role in directing resources towards rural
areas. Over the next five years, the District will advocate for high-quality
service provision to rural areas and support projects that enhance
economic opportunity and resilience in rural communities.
Key Partners
 Economic development staff
 Regional tourism staff
 Rural school districts and education service
districts
 Health care providers
 Local & county emergency managers

Indicators
Collaboration: Presence of multi-jurisdictional
projects in rural areas
Equity & Inclusion: Access to health and education
services
Resilience: Presence of rural infrastructure projects
explicitly considering self-sufficiency
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Implementation
Who Implements the CEDs & How? | Key Roles & Descriptions

Convening
& Support

Decision
-making

CWEDD Organization
CWEDD Board
Decision-making body that approves regional priorities through adoption of CEDS. The CWEDD Board will provide
direction to CWEDD staff as appropriate.

CWEDD Staff
Conduit between decision-makers (the Board) and economic development staff. CWEDD staff will convene regional
and local stakeholders through CEDS implementation meetings and provide support through outreach, facilitation
aid, and relevant economic development opportunities to the region.

QUATERLY/SEMI-ANNUAL
CEDS IMPLEMENTATION MEETINGS

Advisory

Regional and Local Economic Development Stakeholders
Benton, Lincoln, and Linn County Economic Development Group
Benton, Lincoln, and Linn County Economic Development group serves the local priorities of Benton,
Lincoln, and Linn Counties. They will provide local updates during CEDS implementation meetings to
support local alignment with regional priorities.

Lane Economic Committee
Lane Economic Committee (LEC) serves as an economic development advisory group to LCOG. This group
will provide local updates during CEDS implementation meetings to support local alignment with regional
priorities.

Additional Practitioners and Stakeholders
Additional regional and local practitioners and stakeholders may include representatives from statewide
organizations, economic development organizations, business leaders, and entrepreneurs, among others.
In response to the Pandemic, important cross-region coordinating groups emerged that should be
leveraged in CEDS implementation. Groups like these and other individuals should provide updates on
their work and add their perspective to CEDS implementation meetings.

Action

Working Groups
Working Groups
Working Groups will be formed during CEDS implementation meetings and be the action-oriented and projectfocused groups that carry out regional priorities. They will be convened by a Project Champion identified from within
the group. If no Champion emerges, the project should be tabled.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025 – Executive Summary
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Implementation Process
Economic
Development
v Stakeholders Pick
Projects

Working
Groups
Implement

Working Groups +
ED Stakeholders
Pick Projects

Champions
Convene

CWEDD Staff
Convene

CEDS Implementation
Meeting

Timeline
Year 1

CWEDD Staff
Support

Working Groups
Meet

CWEDD Staff
Convene

CEDS Implementation
Meeting

Working Groups
Re-Form & Meet

Meeting Topics and Tasks
 CWEDD Board will adopt the updated CEDS
 CWEDD staff will convene CEDS implementation meetings
 Working Groups will be formed during CEDS implementation meetings
 Working Groups will set a schedule for meeting and implementation
 CWEDD staff will provide support as requested from Working Groups
 CWEDD staff will produce an end-of-year report of CEDS
implementation activities, including gathering data on indicators

Years
2-4

 CWEDD staff will continue to organize quarterly to semi-annual CEDS
implementation meetings
 New Working Groups will be formed as necessary during CEDS
implementation meetings
 CWEDD staff and Working Groups will record successes and challenges
 CWEDD staff will produce end-of-year reports of CEDS implementation
activities, including gathering data on indicators

Year 5

 CWEDD staff will convene CEDS implementation meetings as
appropriate
 New Working Groups will be formed as necessary during CEDS
implementation meetings
 CWEDD staff and Working Groups will record successes and challenges
 CWEDD staff will engage appropriate stakeholders in the CEDS review
and plan update process (reserve a full year for the 2025 update)
 CWEDD staff will produce an end-of-year report of CEDS
implementation activities, including gathering data on indicators
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Introduction
Fertile valleys, abundant forest lands, pristine
beaches, temperate climate, world class
universities, and a culture of innovation are
common to the Cascades West Economic
Development District (CWEDD). Located south of
the Portland Metro area, the four-county CWEDD
region provides numerous examples of all that
western Oregon has to offer. Complete with direct
access to the West Coast’s main interstate
highway, rail hubs, world-class port facilities, clean
water and renewable energy, it’s easy to see why
the region retains and attracts some of the
nation’s top talent and industry.

Four-County Cascades West
Economic Development District

Portland
Benton
Lincoln

Linn
Lane

Eugene/Springfield

This document will guide us for the next five-years.
As you read, look for ways you can contribute to
the region’s economic strategy. Together, we can
achieve the region’s economic goals.

Background
CWEDD is designated by the U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development Administration (EDA)
to work on economic development efforts in, Benton, Lane, Lincoln, and Linn Counties. CWEDD advocates
for, supports, and coordinates regionally significant economic development activities in the region. The
CWEDD Board and their economic development
What is a CEDS?
partners play lead roles in defining regional
community and economic development issues,
The Comprehensive Economic Development
opportunities, vision, goals, and work programs.
Strategy (CEDS) contributes to effective
economic development in America’s
communities and regions through a locallybased, regionally-driven economic
development planning process.

The CEDS provides the capacity-building
foundation by which the public sector, working
in conjunction with other economic actors
(individuals, firms, industries), creates the
environment for regional economic prosperity.
-US Economic Development Administration
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According to the EDA, a comprehensive
economic development strategy (CEDS) is
intended to bring together the public and
private sectors in the creation of an economic
roadmap to diversify and strengthen regional
economies. The purpose of a CEDS is to serve as
a guide for establishing regional goals and
objectives, developing and implementing a
regional plan of action, and identifying
investment priorities and funding sources.
The EDA requires that economic development
districts update their CEDS every five years
pursuant to 13 C.F.R. § 303.6(3)(ii). This plan is
an update to the 2015-2020 CEDS. It sets the
Cascades West EDD

vision and strategy for the next five-year implementation cycle. The University of Oregon’s Institute for
Policy Research & Engagement (IPRE) facilitated the plan update process and prepared this plan.
The development and maintenance of the CEDS is required to qualify for EDA assistance under its public
works, economic adjustment, and planning programs, and is a prerequisite for designation by the EDA as
an Economic Development District.
The regional CEDS will benefit the Cascades West region in two primary ways:
•
•

The CEDS highlights key priorities for the region in the next five years. By pooling resources and
fostering collaboration, regional organizations can make progress toward achieving the region’s
economic vision.
The CEDS identifies strategic priorities that have regional significance. Communities seeking to
advance projects in these identified areas can use the CEDS to demonstrate that their projects
are not just of local concern, but also support broader regional goals.

Economic Resilience
The challenges we’ve confronted in 2020 have prompted rapid change and adaptation. Work patterns
have shifted as millions stay home in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Millions more have risked
health and safety to keep essential services running. The travel, dining, and in-person entertainment
sectors have been hard-hit while remote communication, e-commerce, and home entertainment have
boomed. Governments and politicians face a reckoning as disenfranchised Americans and their allies
demand social justice reforms. The worst wildfire season on record in the West destroyed whole
communities, clouded the air with toxic smoke, and reminded us of our vulnerabilities to a changing
climate.
While no one could have predicted the specific
mix of factors that made 2020 a year of
upheaval, none of us are strangers to the farreaching impacts of natural and human-caused
disasters. Recognizing the need to plan for
these risks, the EDA added new guidance in
2015 that requires CEDS to address economic
resilience. Since 2015, CWEDD has been
working to elevate economic resilience
planning. Through efforts guided by the
University of Oregon’s Institute for Policy
Research and Engagement (IPRE) and funded by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), this CEDS update was founded on six
core principles of economic resilience. 1

What is Economic Resilience?

Economic resilience includes three primary
attributes:
1.
2.
3.

The ability to recover quickly from a
shock
The ability to withstand a shock
The ability to avoid the shock altogether

Establishing economic resilience in a local or
regional economy requires the ability to
anticipate risk, evaluate how that risk can
impact key economic assets, and build up the
capacity to mitigate and respond to that risk.

The UO IPRE team reviewed a series of resources and case studies to identify core resilience principles. Based on research and
information presented by Restore Your Economy, an EDA-funded website that provides up-to-date economic resilience guidance,
the Stockholm Resilience Centre, a trailblazer for resilience research, and case studies highlighted by 100 Resilient Cities, a
Rockefeller Foundation-supported initiative which investigated community-level resilience strategies, the IPRE team crafted six
principles of resilience. Each principle highlights a different system through which communities can build resilience. Collectively,
these systems work together to support economic resilience at a regional scale.
1

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Principles of Economic Resilience
Diversification of
industries & economic
sectors

Diversity spreads risk, thereby lessening the impact of
one sector’s decline on the overall economy.

2

Workforce flexibility

A workforce with a wide variety of skills that are
transferrable across industries can adapt to industry
shifts.

3

Infrastructure
redundancy and
resiliency

Redundant and back-up infrastructure, as well as
infrastructure that has been built to withstand
disruption, is less vulnerable to natural- and humancreated incidents.

4

Equitable access

Communities that have been chronically underresourced or discriminated against (like rural
communities, immigrant communities, Black
communities, and Indigenous communities) require
additional attention and resources to ensure the
opportunity gap does not further widen as a result of
natural- and human-created incidents.

5

Pre-disaster planning
for response, continuity,
and recovery

Energy and resources directed toward planning BEFORE
disaster strikes helps communities bounce back more
quickly.

Internal coordination
and external
communication

Coordination of economic development service
providers to create an alignment of strategy, resources,
and investments produces a coherent approach to
economic development that can be more easily
communicated and accessed by businesses and the
workforce.

1

6

These six principles have guided decisions about CWEDD’s 2020 CEDS strategic priorities, implementation
structure, and performance indicators. While we honor and celebrate the hard work of economic
developers, emergency managers, and others who responded to the crises of 2020, we also know there is
always room for improvement. Resilience is woven throughout this Strategy in the hopes that the next
time we face wide-ranging shocks like those experienced in 2020, we’ll have better tools and systems for
avoiding, withstanding, and quickly recovering from disruption.

Process and Methods
The EDA requires economic development districts update their CEDS every five years pursuant to 13
C.F.R. § 303.6(3)(ii). The process and contents contained in this Strategy are intended to meet the federal
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requirements for CEDS. Because the 2015 CEDS update was a complete overhaul of the strategy, the
CWEDD Board elected to complete a “light” update for 2020. This update focuses on adjusting the CEDS
goals (renamed Strategic Priority Areas) and creating a more realistic implementation strategy. It does not
include updates to the data appendices that contain information about the Region’s demographic and
economic conditions, community resources, natural resources – these figures should be updated during
the 2025 CEDS update process.
In coordination with CWEDD staff, the IPRE team led the CWEDD Board and interested regional
stakeholders in a series of workshops to revise the 2015 SWOT, Strategic Priorities, Implementation
Strategy, and Performance Indicators. Stakeholders who were not able to attend monthly meetings
contributed ideas and feedback by filling out monthly questionnaires and reading summaries of the CEDS
update workshops.

Organization of this Report
The 2020-2025 CWEDD CEDS is organized into two sections: the Main Plan and the Appendices.

Main Plan
Introduction

Provides background on the CEDS, describes the methods used to update it and
presents the overall structure of the document.

District Profile

Presents a summary of the region’s economic development conditions.
Note: Economic conditions data was not updated for this CEDS but should be
during the 2025 update process.

SWOT Analysis

Presents a summary of the District’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats.

Strategic Priorities

Presents the District’s vision and five strategic priorities areas, accompanied
with suggested approaches, implementation ideas, and performance indicators.

Implementation

Presents the organizational structure of the District and a framework for
engaging economic development practitioners from across the region in CEDS
implementation through interest-based working groups.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Appendices
Appendix A:
Plan Update
Process &
Resources

Provides details about the 2020 update process, including summaries from
monthly CEDS update meetings and survey results from four questionnaires
distributed throughout the update process.

Appendix B:
Community
Profile

Links to appendices from the 2015 CEDS that provide:
Socioeconomic Profile: Presents demographic and economic data about the
region. These can serve as economic indicators for the region.
Community Resources: Presents information about resources and
characteristics of the region’s communities and jurisdictions related to
economic development in the region
Natural Resources: Presents information about the region’s natural systems
that have an influential role on the region’s economic development efforts.
The data contained in these appendices are from 2015 and was not updated as
part of this CEDS update process. It should be updated as part of the 2025 CEDS
update process.
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District Profile
This section summarizes key characteristics of the region and provides background on the region’s
economic development situation. The conditions outlined in this section lay the foundation for the
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats Assessment and the CEDS Strategic Priorities. For
additional detail, please refer to Appendix B of this plan. This section, together with information
contained elsewhere in this report, satisfies 13 C.F.R. § 303.7(b)(i).

Location
The planning region for the Cascades West Economic Development District is the four-county area of
Benton, Lane, Lincoln, and Linn Counties. The region is located in the center of western Oregon,
stretching from the Pacific Ocean eastward over the Coast Range and through the Willamette Valley to
the crest of the Cascade Range.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Geography & Climate
The region extends from sea level at the
Pacific Ocean in the west to over 10,000
feet at the crest of the Cascades in the
east. The southern end of the Willamette
Valley surrounds the major population
centers located along the Interstate 5
corridor. The Willamette River runs north
through the valley toward its mouth at
the Columbia River. Primary and
secondary agricultural lands support a
variety of agricultural industries and
businesses in the region.
The region has a temperate climate with
Photo Source: Gary Halvorson, Oregon State Archives
moderate differences between summer
high and winter low temperatures. The
region receives between 40 and 90 inches of rainfall per year and a warm relatively dry summer
promoting timber growth and a large agricultural sector.

Natural Environment
The region’s unique geography, including the fertile Willamette River Valley, Cascade and Coast Range
foothills, and coastal influences, contributes greatly to its agricultural productivity - producing high-value
nursery stock, world-class vineyards, and establishing the region as the Christmas tree and the grass seed
“capital of the world.” Forestlands are important to the Cascades West region for their economic,
environmental, recreational, and quality of life benefits. Forest lands cover approximately 75% of the
region, with roughly 50% of the region in State or Federal forest land.

Demographics
The population in the region generally aligns with the state overall in terms of gender, age, and
race/ethnicity. According to the U.S. Census American Community Survey (2018), 51% of the population
in the region is female and 49% is male. Nearly one-in-five people in the region are under the age of 18
and 66% of the regional population is of working age (15-64 years). Of that, just over on third (36%) are
between 25 and 54. Populations that do not identify solely as white accounted for 14% of the population
in 2018.
The Oregon Office of Economic Analysis projects that the region will grow roughly 33% by 2050. By
comparison, the projection for the state overall for the same period is 46%. Notably, Linn County is
expected to grow by roughly 44% by 2050 while Lincoln County is expecting growth of only 22%. Through
2050, Benton and Lane Counties expect to grow by 30% and 32% respectively.
Significantly, in-migration is expected to accelerate, with in-migration accounting for 83% of regional
population growth through 2040. Predictions are that coastal populations will continue to age and that
net population growth in coastal areas will come from in-migration.
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Benton County

Lane County

Population 2 94,665

Population1 381,365

Area 676 sq. mi.

Area 4,554 sq. mi.

Median Household
$58,655
Income 3

Median Household
$49,958
Income2

County Seat Corvallis

Lincoln County

County Seat Eugene

Linn County

Population1 48,305
Area 980 sq. mi.
Median Household
$46,061
Income2
County Seat Newport

Population1 127,320
Area 2,291 sq. mi.
Median Household
$52,097
Income2
County Seat Albany

Economy
Historically, the ocean, agricultural lands, and forest lands provided a variety of harvesting, processing,
and secondary processing opportunities for the region. Despite boom-bust cycles, the extraction and
processing of the region’s natural resources generally provided a solid economic base through the 1970s.
During the 1980s, many of the region’s natural resource-based businesses faced significant structural
changes and began contracting. While the entire region was impacted by this shift, many of the region’s
rural communities suffered severe hardships, as their relatively narrow natural resource-based
economies were unable to replace industries and jobs lost.
Health care, retail trade, accommodation and food services, manufacturing, and professional and
business services are the five private sectors that employ the most people. Together, these sectors
account for 70% of the region’s employment in 2019. 4 Just under 17% of employment is in government.
respectively by sector in the region. 5 Approximately 80% of employees live and work within the region.
Roughly 60% of the jobs in the region are located in Lane County with Linn (17%), Benton (15%), and
Lincoln (7%) accounting for the remainder.

Portland State University Population Research Center. (2020) “Population Estimates for Oregon and Counties as of July 1,
2020.” Retrieved from: https://www.pdx.edu/population-research/population-estimate-reports
3 US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (ACS), 5-Year Estimates. “Median household income (in 2018 dollars), 20142018.”
4 State of Oregon Employment Department. Employment and Wages by Industry (QCEW), 2019.
5 Ibid.
2
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SWOT Analysis
The Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis considers the internal factors
(strengths and weaknesses) and external factors (opportunities and threats) that influence economic
development in the CWEDD region. The following sub-sections summarize the SWOT analysis findings.
The SWOT analysis stems from three main sources of input:
•
•
•

Discussion and feedback from CEDS update working group meetings from July-September 2020
Results from stakeholder surveys distributed from August-September 2020
Previous engagement during the 2015-2020 CEDS update review

Refer to Appendix A or 2015-2020 CEDS for additional information. This section, together with
information contained elsewhere in this report, satisfies 13 C.F.R. § 303.7(b)(ii).

Strengths
The CWEDD region is host to numerous growing industries that support economic diversification and
resilience. The natural resources and mild climate of Benton, Lane, Lincoln, and Linn counties support a
growing tourist and recreation sector and make it an attractive place to live. Multiple research institutions
and accelerators throughout the region, as well as several higher education institutions, foster a strong
entrepreneurial culture in the CWEDD region. Organizations like the Regional Accelerator Innovation
Network (RAIN) promote innovation and help entrepreneurs diversify our economy by growing new
industries. Infrastructure connectivity, especially running north to south, supports multiple functions of
travel, trade, research, and industry.
The following present key strengths identified during the SWOT analysis.

Infrastructure
Connectivity
North-South

Supportive
Business Climate

•
•
•
•
•

Direct access to Interstate 5
Multi-use ocean ports for fishing, research and trade
Existing infrastructure for rail, freight, and air
Expanding fiber infrastructure
Intermodal transfer center in Millersburg

•

Small business support (e.g. Chambers of Commerce, Small Business
Development Centers)
Workforce training centers
Councils of Government (LCOG, OCWCOG)
UO Economic Development Administration University Center
Multiple economic development related non-profits and
foundations
Regional Solutions Team (statewide)

•
•
•
•
•
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Culture of
Innovation

•
•
•
•

Growing and
Diverse Regional
Industries

Livability factors

Business incubators and accelerators (e.g. RAIN, the Corvallis
Foundry)
Research institutes and higher education institutions
Proven track record of successful business starts (e.g. Nike, Garage
Games, Molecular Probes)
Rural housing and development incentives that support business
start-ups

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Natural textiles
Bioscience
Software and technology, including university-related spinoffs
Food and beverage manufacturing
Value-added forest products
Metals manufacturing and other advanced manufacturing
Maritime industry
Higher education-related research clusters
Recreation and tourism

•
•
•

Mild climate
Access to and value for nature and the outdoors
Quality of place for growing population segments (i.e. retirees,
families, aging baby boomers, climate migrants, etc.)
Access to higher education opportunities through universities and
community colleges

•

Weaknesses
CWEDD is a large and diverse region. Due to the range in size, scale, and resource-base of its local
economies, there are challenges in meeting local priorities under a broader regional strategy. Real and
perceived divides exist between rural and urban areas; coast, valley, and mountain; jurisdictional
boundaries; and private and public sectors. These factors contribute to challenges in coordination and
communication across the economic ecosystem. The impacts of limited collaboration have manifested as
institutional barriers such as a lack of regional brand and difficulties in connecting services to needs.
Complex jurisdictional boundaries create additional obstacles to collaboration through misaligned service
boundaries, duplicated efforts, competition for funds, and siloed efforts by sector.
Across the region, the workforce experiences obstacles to accessing the basic needs of housing and
childcare. There is a high demand for and limited supply of affordable housing, particularly within close
proximity to economic opportunities. The distance of housing to employment opportunities coupled with
limited access to public transportation creates a weakness in the region that can further exasperate
economic disparities between demographic groups.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Demographics within the region have been shifting alongside statewide trends. Oregon’s population, and
similarly CWEDD’s population, are becoming increasingly diverse in terms of race and ethnicity. 6
However, Oregon remains one of the least diverse states in the country. Anticipating the shifting needs of
the region’s population as demographics shift will support regional economic development efforts to
meet the needs of an aging population, increasing numbers of retirees, children, and young adults, and
increased in-migration of Latino/a/x and Hispanic and Asian, Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander groups.
The connectedness and quality of infrastructure is a regional weakness. The lack of connections between
the coast and the valley present obstacles for trade, travel, and distribution of goods. The COVID-19
global pandemic has underscored the importance of accessible and high-speed broadband across the
region as many people have had to transition to remote work and education, particularly in rural areas.
However, the connections of fiber infrastructure to small and/or rural locations has yet to be built out.
Additionally, infrastructure readiness is an obstacle to attracting or expanding businesses in the region.
Lack of funds to connect infrastructure or make necessary updates to aging infrastructure compound
issues of connectedness and quality.
The following present key weaknesses identified during the SWOT analysis.

Infrastructure
Connectivity EastWest and in Rural
Areas

Changing
Demographics

•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited broadband access, particularly in rural areas
Limited east-west connectivity
Lack of rail connections to the coast
Limited regional airport service
Limited accessible regional public transportation
Lack of multi-modal transfer stations between valley and coast

•

Aging population and increasing number of retirees resulting in
smaller pool of potential workers
Lack of skilled labor force

•

Infrastructure
Quality and
Availability

•
•

Lack of funding to upgrade aging physical infrastructure (e.g.
transportation, water, sewer, etc.)
Lack of quality last-mile infrastructure on many development sites

6 Oregon Office of Economic Analysis. (2019). “Oregon’s Demographic Trends.” Retrieved from
https://www.oregon.gov/das/OEA/Documents/OR_pop_trend2019.pdf
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Workforce Access
to Essential
Services

Institutional
Barriers

•
•
•
•

High demand for and limited supply of affordable housing
Lack of affordable housing in proximity to economic opportunity
High housing costs relative to wages
Limited access to childcare

•
•
•

Lack of regional brand
Limited regional collaboration and partnership
Lack of a unified and equitable regional vision for economic
development
Government regulations that make it challenging and expensive to
do business
Lack of financial support services for start-ups
Disconnect between training centers and opportunities with labor
force

•
•
•

Complex
Boundaries for
Regional
Collaboration

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Jurisdictional competition within the region
Lost economic development opportunities due to lack of
collaboration
Duplication of economic development efforts
Competition from other metro areas
Overlapping or misaligned service boundaries of economic
development organizations causing inconsistencies to the services
available in different areas of the District (e.g. three Workforce
Investment Boards are present in the District)
Lack of collaboration across private and public sectors
Lack of collaboration across geography (coast/mountains/valley and
rural/urban)

Opportunities
The CWEDD region is filled with unrealized potential in terms of coordination and collaboration, growing
regional industries, and the promotion of livability of the area. Specifically, survey respondents, project
stakeholders, and members of the CWEDD Board all emphasized increased regional coordination and
collaboration as a key economic development opportunity. Increased coordination and collaboration
could support increased diversity in representation within economic development, stronger connections
between the workforce and existing resources and opportunities, increased opportunities and spaces for
innovation to occur, and increased adoption of equitable practices across the region.
The region is home to new and expanding industries. Emerging green business and renewable energy
industries align with the region’s value of nature and the outdoors. New and expanding industries such as
value-added forest products, marijuana, and craft beer and wine have the potential to contribute energy
to the region’s existing culture of entrepreneurship and innovation. These factors, in addition to access to
higher education opportunities, make the region an attractive place to live for a growing population.
CWEDD can capitalize on livability as a marketable asset for the region.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Response to COVID-19 has highlighted the adaptability of local industries. Some examples include swift
changes to business models in order to produce emergency-related supplies. These include breweries
producing hand sanitizer or garment manufacturers producing personal protective equipment.
Additionally, local jurisdictions coordinated on weekly calls to delegate and manage federal dollars and
provide support for businesses and the workforce.
The following present key opportunities identified during the SWOT analysis.

Economic
Resilience

•
•
•

•

Connections to
Existing Resources

•
•
•
•

Equity

New and
Expanding
Regional Industries

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Industries that can quickly adapt business models to produce
emergency response products. (Ex. Breweries producing hand
sanitizer or garment manufacturers producing PPE)
Jurisdictional capacity to delegate emergency funds
New relationships and collaborations formed through the necessity
of responding to COVID-19
Connect the workforce with existing services and organizations
focused on training and education
Partner with K-12 education institutions to increase youth
involvement in economic development
Market the region’s livability
Align existing work of practitioners with the CEDS
Increased collaboration between organizations/jurisdictions on
funding proposals and resource-sharing
Diversify representation in economic development positions of
leaders and decision-making
Renewed attention to civil rights issues
Increasing access to essential services, such as childcare or housing,
that can support low-income households, parents, women, and
BIPOC members of the workforce

New and expanding markets (e.g. value-added forest products,
marijuana, tourism, craft beer and wine, etc.)
Green business
Renewable energy
California and Washington markets

Threats
CWEDD is vulnerable to a number of threats tied to the region’s natural resources and location. For
example, the region is susceptible to chronic (e.g. flood and wildfire) and catastrophic (e.g. subduction
zone earthquake and tsunami) natural hazards. The region is also susceptible to hazards and unexpected
events felt on a national and global scale. These include the global health crisis of the COVID-19
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pandemic, a historic wildfire season, and civil unrest stemming from civil rights protests and the national
political climate.
An economic recession is expected globally. As places around the world enact measures to contain and
limit the COVID-19 pandemic, the economic impact will be the worst experienced since the Great
Depression, although not all sectors will be affected in the same way. 7 In its World Economic Outlook, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) reports predictions that the global economy would shrink by 3% in
2020. The IMF expects the American economy to contract by 6% in 2020. The Oregon Economic and
Revenue Forecast reports that the recession within the state may be better than initially feared as it was
reported in May of 2020. 8 As of fall 2020, Oregon expects that the labor market will return to health in
2023, one year faster than originally predicted.
Despite the shift in outlook, Oregon must still grapple with the conditions 2020 has brought including,
wildfires, the pandemic, protests, drought, and working from home. All these variables are experienced
on a regional level, especially as the region felt the destruction of the Holiday Farm Fire in Lane County,
the Echo Mountain Fire Complex in Lincoln County, the Santiam Canyon Fire in parts of Linn County, and
the cumulative impact of wildfire smoke across all four counties.
Additional external threats are exacerbated by economic recession including access to funding and
regional shifts in dominant industries. Lack of stable tax-funding and capital for early-stage companies can
create challenges for planning, starting, and maintaining economic development projects and
entrepreneur efforts. The region overall is still grappling with the impacts of shifts from natural resource
and manufacturing-based to service-based economies, and now some service-based industries (like
tourism) have been particularly hard-hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The following present key threats identified during the SWOT analysis.
•

Natural Hazards
and Disaster Events

Socio-political
Factors

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Chronic natural hazards (e.g. floods, winter storms, wildfires,
landslides, etc.)
Catastrophic natural hazards (e.g. Cascadia subduction zone
earthquake and tsunami)
Expected and unanticipated impacts from climate change
Limited capacity to implement disaster plans for local jurisdictions
Impacts from COVID-19 on workforce and business operations and
tourism industry
National/international economic downturn
U.S. political climate causing uncertainties about the availability and
reliability of federal assistance
Historical inequality of economic opportunity

7 Rappeport,

A., & Smialek, J. (2020). I.M.F. Predicts Worst Downturn Since the Great Depression. Retrieved October 17, 2020,
from https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/14/us/politics/coronavirus-economy-recession-depression.html
8 Oregon

Office of Economic Analysis. (2020.) Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast (Vol. XL, No.3). Retrieved from
https://www.oregon.gov/das/OEA/Documents/forecast0920.pdf
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Tax Structure and
Access to Funding

•
•
•

Industry Shift and
Adaptability

Unexpected Events
and Other
Unknowns

•
•

Declining natural resource availability
Variable ability to shift business models and workforce skills to
respond to natural hazards or disaster events

•
•

The increased intensity and impact of wildfires
Short and long-term impacts of COVID-19 as both a human-health
and economic crisis
Complexity of managing multiple crises and disaster events

•
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Decreasing gas tax revenue
Oregon’s lack of a sales tax means there can be major fluctuations in
available funding
Lack of capital for early-stage companies
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Strategic Priorities
This section outlines strategic priorities for the Cascades West Economic Development District (CWEDD)
over the next five years, along with indicators for assessing progress. CWEDD’s five strategic priorities are
accompanied by suggested approaches and implementation ideas that can guide progress in each of the
priority areas. Appendix A includes details about the development of CWEDD’s strategic priorities. This
section, together with information contained elsewhere in this report, satisfies 13 C.F.R. § 303.7(b)(iii).

Regional Economic Vision & Strategic Priorities

Vision

The Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) vision describes the District’s ideal economic
development future for the region. The vision guides the District’s work and the content of the CEDS
Strategic Priorities. The District worked collaboratively to reach a shared vision that respects the goals
and capacities of each community, nurtures and supports both existing and new businesses, and works to
establish a multi-dimensional economy.

The District’s preferred future includes a growing diversified and resilient
economy with a range of employment opportunities that provide stable
family wage jobs, lifelong learning and training opportunities, sustainable
natural resources, an integrated infrastructure, and coordination among
economic development efforts throughout the region.

To move the District towards this vision, CWEDD has identified five Strategic Priority Areas where action
should be concentrated.

Priority Area 1

Regional Collaboration & Partnerships

Priority Area 2

Sector Diversification through Business Development

Priority Area 3

Infrastructure Resilience

Priority Area 4

Workforce Support

Priority Area 5

Rural Vitality

Each Priority Area includes Approaches (tactics that economic developers should follow to improve
outcomes in the Priority Area), Implementation Ideas (suggestions for how economic developers might
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execute the approaches), Indicators (factors that CWEDD will measure to track progress), and Key
Partners (groups/organizations that will be important to engage in projects related to the strategies).
Additionally, each Priority Area provides commentary on three Key Considerations that regional partners
identified as important elements to weave into all elements of CWEDD’s approach to economic
development:
•
•
•

Regional Collaboration – How will a regional approach to these strategies support economic
prosperity?
Equity & Inclusion – How will these strategies build a more equitable and inclusive region?
Resilience – How will these strategies build regional resilience?

Why Strategic Priorities?
The CEDS Strategic Priorities are a reimagining of the Action Plan included in the 2015-2020 CEDS.
Workshops and interviews with economic development practitioners and others whose work touches
economic development in the CWEDD region highlighted several important points:
•
•
•
•
•

The CEDS is our region’s primary source of a collective economic vision, so it is important for it to
be accessible and useful
The 2015-2020 CEDS Action Plan and Action Item Forms were cumbersome and slightly confusing
While economic developers worked tirelessly on supporting our region’s businesses and
workforce over the past five years, these efforts were not always tied to the strategies and
actions listed in the 2015-2020 CEDS Action Plan, and district-wide coordination seldom occurred
Flexible guiding strategies are more useful than specific, prescriptive actions because
practitioners need the flexibility to shape the specifics of economic development initiatives to
guidance from their elected officials
Metrics or indicators associated with CEDS priorities would help create accountability and allow
for clear evaluation of progress on the regional priorities

Based on these findings, the 2020-2025 CEDS offers a new approach to guiding and measuring progress
on CWEDD’s strategic priorities. Rather than a detailed, step-by-step action plan, this section provides a
flexible framework for our region’s economic developers. The approaches listed in this section provide
general direction, but how economic developers choose to execute these approaches should be based on
the assets and strengths they bring and the specific needs of their communities.
The 2020-2025 Strategic Priorities section also offers a different method for measuring progress. Rather
than judging the CEDS based on actions completed, the region should track and quantify key indicators
that can demonstrate whether CWEDD is making progress on its strategic priorities.

Using the Strategic Priorities
Each Priority Area contains several ideas for approaches and implementation. These options are a
jumping off point rather than a checklist. It is not expected that economic developers will pursue all the
ideas captured in this CEDS. Instead, economic developers and their partners should work together
during annual convenings organized by CWEDD to identify which approaches they want to pursue based
on the assets and strengths they are able to contribute. Working groups composed of practitioners from
across the region will form around these identified opportunities to make progress on the CEDS strategic
priorities. CWEDD will measure progress based on a series of indicators rather than actions completed.
Refer to the Implementation chapter for additional details.
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Priority Area Layout
Priority Area Title
Priority Area Description
Approaches
Approaches that should guide economic
development in the CWEDD region
Implementation Ideas
Ideas for how economic development
practitioners can execute the strategies

Indicators
Factors we can measure to understand
progress in the strategic priority
Key Partners
Groups who should be engaged in projects
related to the strategies
Key Considerations
Explanations of how Regional Collaboration,
Equity & Inclusion, and Resilience integrate
with the strategic priority

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Priority Area 1: Regional Collaboration & Partnerships
Description: A regional economic development strategy is most
effective when it considers and incorporates the interests and
strengths of all jurisdictions in the region. By leveraging the
strengths and capabilities of each county towards a wider
economic strategy, the region can become more prosperous,
resilient, and cohesive.

CWEDD’s Role: As a regional coordinating body, the
District is well positioned to facilitate collaboration.
Over the next five years, the District will foster crossregional relationships and seek to align efforts around
regionally significant projects.

Approaches

Implementation Ideas

Build relationships and collaboration though project-based
regional initiatives.

Convene economic development practitioners from across the region quarterly or semiannually to brainstorm, revise, and prioritize a list of regionally significant projects.

Integrate the priorities captured in the CEDS into existing
local- and regional-scale initiatives.

Economic development practitioners who are familiar with the CEDS should engage economic
development practitioners who are new to the region or the CEDS in a CEDS
overview/onboarding process.

What will guide regional economic development?

How can the strategies be implemented?

City and County economic development staff should deliver an annual CEDS overview and
update to elected officials.

Increase CWEDD’s staff capacity so CWEDD can provide more
support to regional initiatives.

Seek funding to add at least 1 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) staff support position to CWEDD.

Increase representation of currently underrepresented
business, workforce, and education interests on the CWEDD
Board and CEDS project working groups by including more
perspectives from Tribes, Latino/a/x communities, Black
communities, immigrant communities, rural communities, and
low-income communities.

Review CWEDD Board representation and recruit new members that can speak to the
perspectives of underrepresented groups, including but not limited to: Tribes, Latino/a/x
communities, Black communities, immigrant communities, rural communities, and lowincome communities.
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Create a regional economic development organization chart that clearly identifies the linkages
and roles of all economic development agencies in the CWEDD region (house on CWEDD
website).

Cascades West EDD

Priority Area 1: Regional Collaboration & Partnerships, cont.

Approaches, cont.

Implementation Ideas, cont.

Invest in continuity of operations planning for all economic
development support providers so these entities can continue
providing response and recovery assistance post-shock.

Work with emergency managers to create inventories of local businesses capable of providing
services, material, equipment, and workforce in the event of a disaster. Then develop preapproved contracting with these businesses to allow for immediate access post-shock.

What will guide regional economic development?

How can the strategies be implemented?

Ensure representation for business interests emergency preparation, mitigation, response,
and recovery planning processes by requesting space on planning committees for economic
development practitioners and business representatives.

Foster a coordinated approach to economic resilience and
recovery planning efforts across the region.

Form economic recovery teams that include business representatives and convene regularly to
create regional economic recovery plans.
Develop local recovery ordinance model language that jurisdictions can adopt.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Priority Area 1: Regional Collaboration & Partnerships, cont.
Indicators

Key Partners

Collaboration: Presence of cross- and multi-jurisdictional economic
development projects
Equity & Inclusion: Representativeness of CWEDD Board & Working Groups

Key Considerations

Resilience: Incorporation of resilience considerations into regional and local
economic development strategies
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 Economic development staff across the
region
 CWEDD Board
 Business Oregon
 Regional Solutions
 University of Oregon EDA University Center

Equity & Inclusion

Resilience

How will these strategies build a more equitable and inclusive region?

How will these strategies build regional resilience?

Representation – by including and involving a more representative set
of perspectives from the communities served by CWEDD in CWEDD
committees and initiatives, economic development projects have a
better chance of meeting the needs of everyone in our region, not just
those who traditionally held the most power and influence over
decision-making and resource allocation.

Internal Coordination –economic development efforts in the CWEDD
region have not been well coordinated in the past, leading to missed
opportunities for collective impact. When we begin to align our efforts,
collaborating around resources rather than competing over them, we
can spread the benefits of economic development more broadly,
building a region that is less vulnerable to economic downturns.
External Communication – lack of internal coordination leads to
confusing, ineffective communication to businesses and workers.
Increasing collaboration among economic development supporters will
foster a more unified, streamlined message to the business community
and our workforce, aiding our ability to respond quickly and effectively
to economic crises.

Strategic Priorities
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Priority Area 2: Sector Diversification Through Business Development
Description: Our region’s businesses are the beating heart of our
economy. In order to thrive, the region must support and retain
existing businesses while also cultivating new businesses that will
help diversify our economy and generate job growth. With macrolevel economic changes – from globalization to shifting market
structures – the regional economy will require a continued influx
of fresh energy from new and existing businesses.

CWEDD’s Role: The District has an opportunity to
offer resources and coordination that will support locallevel business retention and expansion efforts and
entrepreneurial ecosystems builders. Over the next five
years, the District will provide research capacity, serve
as an information hub, and facilitate important
connections between business support providers.

Approaches

Implementation Ideas

Provide support to entrepreneurship and business retention
and expansion efforts by serving as a clearing house for
regional data and resources.

Create and promote a database of incubators, accelerators, capital sources, and business
support services available in the region.

What will guide regional economic development?

How can the strategies be implemented?

Assist with identifying and pursuing funding that would increase capacity of business
incubators and accelerators.
Develop a business registration or tracking system that will allow the collection of more and
better data about businesses’ needs.
Establish a network of local and regional staff who can help businesses navigate through
permitting and other processes.
Develop and publicize educational opportunities about the advantages of international trade
for regional businesses that are interested in expanding into new markets.

Facilitate connections between business development centers
and business incubators and accelerators to create an obvious
bridge of support between the start-up and growth phases of
new businesses.

Facilitate annual meetings with representatives from business development centers and
incubators/accelerators to discuss the process referrals between support providers.

Facilitate connections between educational institutions (both
K-12 and higher education) and business incubators and
accelerators to foster a culture of entrepreneurship.

Organize a forum on regional innovation networking.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025

Facilitate annual meetings with representatives from educational institutions to build
connections between regional needs and academic course offerings.
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Priority Area 2: Sector Diversification Through Business Development,
cont.

Approaches, cont.

What will guide regional economic development?
Work to ensure that the demographics of business owners
and entrepreneurs are representative of the race and gender
distributions in the region.
Provide start-ups and existing businesses with resources and
incentives to develop, test, and implement continuity of
operations plans.

Implementation Ideas, cont.

How can the strategies be implemented?
Assess the demographic distribution of business owners and entrepreneurs who are accessing
services and develop or support programs specifically targeted to demographic groups that
are underrepresented. Intentionally seek out grassroots efforts that may already be occurring
to support these businesses and offer to collaborate.
Work with Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs), incubators, and accelerators to
develop low-effort business continuity of operations planning resources.
Discuss potential shocks, threats, disasters and risk reduction strategies at local chamber or
business association “Lunch and Learn” events to encourage businesses to create continuity of
operations plans.
Incentivize investments in business resilience for businesses that have business continuity
plans (e.g. reduce business license fees; 1% reduction in property taxes (or other tax) for
businesses that have an employee preparedness training program; expedite plan review for
hazard retrofit/mitigation projects).

Develop emergency recovery revolving loan funds and other
creative financing options before shocks so that businesses
can immediately access financial assistance post-shock.
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Utilize external funding (such as the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant Program and Community
Development Block Grants) to leverage local funds for business-related mitigation activities.
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Priority Area 2: Sector Diversification Through Business Development
Indicators

Key Partners

Collaboration: Presence of referrals between business support providers
Equity & Inclusion: Representativeness of business owner demographics

Key Considerations

Resilience: Presence of continuity of operations plans






Economic development staff
Small Business Development Centers
Oregon RAIN
Chambers and other business associations

Regional Collaboration

Equity & Inclusion

Resilience

How will a regional approach to these
strategies support economic prosperity?

How will these strategies build a more
equitable and inclusive region?

How will these strategies build regional
resilience?

Coordinated industry cluster
development requires teamwork.
Businesses within a cluster have supply
chains and relationships that cross
jurisdictional boundaries. Business
development support is therefore most
effective when it acknowledges the
interconnected nature of industry
clusters. Economic developers must
work together across jurisdictional lines
to support a regional business
environment that supports the growth
and expansion of key industries.

Access for existing businesses – barriers to entry
and promotion in business have been higher for
some demographic groups than others,
resulting in business ownership and leadership
that is not representative of the general
population. 9 Programs and policies targeted at
supporting groups that are underrepresented in
business ownership and leadership will help
bring representation back into balance.
Access for entrepreneurs – start-ups require
significant upfront resources and are more likely
to gain traction if the entrepreneurs can
leverage relevant social and investor networks.
Some demographic groups and entrepreneurs
in rural areas may have more limited access to
resources and networks. When economic
developers work specifically to assist
underrepresented groups, they create a more
representative pipeline of new business owners.

Diversification of industries – encouraging
business growth, particularly growth into new
sectors, will help the region weather shocks by
ensuring the region does not have “all of its
eggs in one basket.”
Pre-disaster planning for response & continuity
– encouraging and supporting the development
of continuity of operations plans for businesses
will better prepare businesses to withstand
shocks.
Internal Coordination –facilitating connections
between incubators, accelerators, and
traditional business development support
providers will lead to a better alignment of
resources.

In 2018, 11% of Oregon’s small businesses (businesses with fewer than 500 employees, which make up 99.4% of all Oregon businesses) were minority-owned, according to the 2018 Small Business Profile
from the US Small Business Administration. In 2019, 25% of Oregon’s population was not white alone and not Hispanic or Latino (American Community Survey, 2019: ACS 1-Year Estimates Data, Table DP05).
9
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Priority Area 3: Infrastructure Resilience
Description: Large infrastructure projects, particularly those of
regional significance, often exceed the capacity and technical
expertise of local municipalities. Further, they often involve
multiple partners, public-private partnerships, complex regulatory
systems, and strategic stakeholder engagement. In order to
effectively achieve needed infrastructure improvements in the
region, technical support will be required.

CWEDD’s Role: The District is uniquely positioned to
support regional infrastructure projects. Over the next
five years, the District will provide technical assistance
and connect specific projects with other resources (e.g.
Regional Solutions Teams, University-based programs,
state and federal agency partners, etc.).

Approaches

Implementation Ideas

Identify and prioritize projects of regional importance that will
(1) improve quality of place for residents and (2) increase
diversity and redundancy in the region’s infrastructure
(particularly critical infrastructure related to transportation,
energy, communications, and fuel).

Survey regional partners annually to develop a project list and convene a conversation about
how to ensure these projects support resilience and are coordinated across the region.

What will guide regional economic development?

How can the strategies be implemented?

Work with property owners and businesses located within hazard zones to develop strategies
to harden, elevate, re-locate or otherwise mitigate / prevent damage from natural hazards.
Encourage local practitioners to support the update of the economic development sections of
comprehensive plans by encouraging resilience considerations for employment land.

Coordinate regional efforts to expand broadband availability in Increase collaboration around broadband development by convening regional economic
development practitioners to discuss efforts and share resources.
areas with the least access.
Incorporate equity assessments during infrastructure planning
to ensure the benefits and potential negative impacts of
development are equitably distributed across the population.

Develop an equity checklist to apply during project planning; the checklist can help identify
project shortcomings and encourage modifications that will lead to a more equitable
distribution of impacts.

Promote available services and funding sources that can be
accessed via CWEDD to support infrastructure development.

Create a section on the CWEDD Website to list current funding opportunities for local
jurisdictions that includes grant deadlines, eligibility information, and connections to current
and planned projects.

Increase the capacity and resources available to support grant
writing and technical project development for infrastructure
projects.
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Strategic Priorities

Create a section on the CWEDD Website to serve as a library of past funding applications that
be used as a resource for developing successful new funding applications.
Increase staff time at COGs dedicated to helping with preparing funding applications and
providing technical assistance on infrastructure project development.
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Priority Area 3: Infrastructure Resilience, cont.
Indicators

Key Partners

Collaboration: Presence of cross- or multi-jurisdictional infrastructure
projects
Equity & Inclusion: Presence of projects explicitly considering equity

Key Considerations

Resilience: Presence of projects explicitly considering resilience and
redundancy

 Economic development staff
 Business Oregon Infrastructure Finance
Authority
 Local & county emergency managers

Regional Collaboration

Equity & Inclusion

Resilience

How will a regional approach to these
strategies support economic prosperity?

How will these strategies build a more
equitable and inclusive region?

How will these strategies build regional
resilience?

Although many infrastructure projects
occur at a local scale, it is always
important to consider regional
connections, particularly when planning
for diversity and redundancy. By keeping
a finger on the pulse of many local
projects, economic development
practitioners can encourage regional
considerations during conversations
about infrastructure development.

Access – research shows that lower-income
communities and communities of color are
disproportionately impacted by the negative
externalities of infrastructure development (like
pollution from industrial development and
displacement by highway construction), while
these same communities don’t always see the
full benefits of projects. 10 Considering equity
during the planning process for infrastructure
projects can help mitigate these trends. It is also
important to remember that equitable benefit
is different than equal benefit – to address past
discrimination and lack of access, some projects
will require more investment in some
communities compared to others.

Infrastructure redundancy and resiliency –
focusing on projects that create redundant
infrastructure (back-up systems that will take
over if the primary system fails) and resilient
infrastructure (systems that can withstand
disruption for either natural or human-created
incidents) will put CWEDD in a strong position
to bounce back quickly from disruption.
Equitable access – developing broadband and
other critical infrastructure in underserved
communities will uplift areas that have suffered
economically because they lacked access to
high-quality essential services.
Internal Coordination –working collectively
across the region to identify important projects
will ensure a more coordinated and
collaborative approach to seeking funding.

10 Glover Blackwell, Angela and Anita Cozart. “How Smart, Targeted Infrastructure Investment Can Pave the Way for an Equitable Nation.” Urban Institute, 1/23/18.
https://www.urban.org/infrastructure/how-smart-targeted-infrastructure-investment-can-pave-way-equitable-nation
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Priority Area 4: Workforce Support
Description: Many businesses in the region report that they are
struggling to find qualified employees for a range of skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled positions, in part because of training, and in
part because of livability factors like lack of affordable housing
options. There is also an ongoing need to support existing
workforce training efforts and to coordinate and align the efforts
of the various Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) in the region.

CWEDD’s Role: Over the next five years, the District
will help link education, training, apprenticeships, and
career planning to the employment needs of existing
and emerging business sectors. The District will also
advocate for policies that will help enhance workers’
quality of life.

Approaches

Implementation Ideas

Support deliberate coordination between businesses,
Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs), and educational
institutions to help identify and provide for current employer
needs.

Facilitate annual meetings between representatives from educational institutions, WIBs, and
key business sectors to (1) identify current and predicted workforce skill needs and (2)
consider curriculum changes that will support the development of these skills.

Attract and retain younger talent by promoting the region’s
livability and access to exceptional nature and outdoor
recreation opportunities.

Work with Destination Marketing Organizations to prepare marketing material specifically
geared towards attracting new workers to the area and demonstrating the region’s benefits to
recent graduates.

Investigate and support policies and projects that will increase
the availability of affordable housing, affordable
transportation options, the quality and accessibility of
recreation, access to broadband, access to healthcare, and
other factors that enhance quality of life.

Encourage practitioners to participate in discussions at the local and county levels related to
affordable housing, transportation, recreation, and healthcare access – ask to have
representation for economic development practitioners and business representatives on
committees and working groups.

What will guide regional economic development?
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Strategic Priorities

How can the strategies be implemented?

Partner with local workforce development programs, including WIBs, to increase participation
of local businesses in apprenticeships, internships and On-The-Job-Training programs, in order
to build pathways to employment for persons entering the workforce.

Work with statewide economic development groups like the Oregon Economic Development
Association (OEDA) and Oregon’s Economic Development Districts (OEDD) to have a state and
national lobbying presence advocating for policies that will increase the availability of and
access to affordable housing, transportation, recreation, health care, and broadband.
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Priority Area 4: Workforce Support, cont.
Indicators

Key Partners

Collaboration: Level of coordination between EDOs and WIBs
Equity & Inclusion: Percentage of cost-burdened households

Key Considerations

Resilience: Level of coordination between education/worker-training
programs and businesses






Economic development staff
Workforce Investment Boards
K-12 & higher education representatives
Local & county planning staff

Regional Collaboration

Equity & Inclusion

Resilience

How will a regional approach to
these strategies support economic
prosperity?

How will these strategies build a
more equitable and inclusive
region?

How will these strategies build regional resilience?

Workforce Investment Boards
(WIBs) are critical economic
development partners. The
CWEDD region overlaps with
three different WIBs, making
regional coordination particularly
important. CWEDD can play a role
in aligning the efforts of our
region’s WIBs with the needs of
our businesses and the capacity of
our educational institutions.

Access – many residents in the
CWEDD region struggle to stay
afloat amid high living costs. With
economic inequality on the rise, 11
CWEDD must support efforts to
ensure residents have options for
earning a living wage and
affordable access to housing,
transportation, recreation,
broadband, and health care.
Making headway on these issues
will play a key role in reducing
economic inequality.

Workforce flexibility – pushing for more strategic connections
between our workforce development sector and our educational
institutions will help better align the skills of our workers with the
needs of our businesses. By better aligning efforts, we give our
workforce an appropriate and transferrable skill that will allow the
region to pivot quickly into new sectors as our economy adapts to
new technology and consumer demands.
Equitable access – supporting policies that ensure basic needs are
met (like access to affordable housing and high-speed internet)
removes stressors from the lives of our workers, allowing them to
focus their energy on contributing to our region’s businesses.
Internal Coordination –in part because of the mis-aligned
geographies of WIBs and EDDs, our region has sometimes struggled
to coordinate efforts related to workforce development. By
intentionally focusing on building stronger coordination between
WIBs and other economic development practitioners, we can create
a more coherent system of support for our region’s workforce.

Hauser, Daniel and Juan Carlos Ordóñez. “Income Inequality in Oregon Notched New Record Prior to COVID-19 Crisis.” Oregon Center for Public Policy, 10/1/20. https://www.ocpp.org/2020/10/01/incomeinequality-oregon-new-record/
11
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Priority Area 5: Rural Vitality
Description: Rural communities have unique economic strengths
and challenges. While training and educational opportunities exist
in the region, distance and other challenges can prevent rural
communities from accessing those services. Lack of basic services
can make rural areas less attractive to prospective residents and
employers. Therefore, ensuring equitable access to basic services
for residents and businesses in rural areas is a critical strategic
opportunity.

CWEDD’s Role: As a regional body that can work with
Counties and other districts that cover unincorporated
areas and smaller towns, the District plays an important
role in directing resources towards rural areas. Over the
next five years, the District will advocate for highquality service provision to rural areas and support
projects that enhance economic opportunity and
resilience in rural communities.

Approaches

Implementation Ideas

Prioritize strategies that support the growth of tourism and
value-added natural resource industries (including
ecotourism, marine-related activities, sustainable farming, and
local food and beverage production) to enhance economic
opportunities in rural areas.

Work with local Main Street programs to identify and secure funding for downtown
revitalization projects.

Support efforts to provide high-quality K-12 education in rural
areas.

Meet regularly with K-12 school administrators and Education Service District representatives
to understand students’ needs and lend support to projects aimed at meeting these needs.

Support efforts to increase health care and telehealth care
access in rural areas.

Meet regularly with health care providers and public health officials to understand rural
patients’ needs and lend support to projects aimed at meeting these needs.

Emphasize infrastructure self-sufficiency in rural areas to
ensure communities can sustain themselves in the event a
disaster cuts off access to transportation systems and urban
centers.

Develop a self-sufficiency checklist to apply during project planning; the checklist can help
identify project shortcomings and encourage modifications that will ensure rural areas can
sustain themselves without outside help.

What will guide regional economic development?
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Strategic Priorities

How can the strategies be implemented?

Work with Destination Marketing Organizations and the Willamette Valley Visitors Association
to develop and market local value-added products.
Develop/sustain business retention and expansion programs in rural communities with a
particular emphasis on succession planning for businesses at risk of closing.

Cascades West EDD

Priority Area 5: Rural Vitality, cont.
Indicators

Key Partners

Collaboration: Presence of multi-jurisdictional projects in rural areas
Equity & Inclusion: Access to health and education services

Key Considerations

Resilience: Presence of rural infrastructure projects explicitly considering
self-sufficiency

 Economic development staff
 Regional tourism staff
 Rural school districts and education service
districts
 Health care providers
 Local & county emergency managers

Regional Collaboration

Equity & Inclusion

Resilience

How will a regional approach to
these strategies support economic
prosperity?

How will these strategies build a
more equitable and inclusive
region?

How will these strategies build regional resilience?

Our region’s rural areas must
work together to increase access
to basic services and cultivate
promising new economic sectors.
While each community has unique
needs and identities, far more
unites our rural areas than divides
them. County and other regional
economic development
practitioners should facilitate
collaboration and sharing among
rural communities. This will help
coalesce multiple communities
behind funding proposals and
projects, increasing the likelihood
of their success.

Access – many public services are
concentrated in urban areas,
making them difficult to access for
residents of rural areas who do
not have reliable transportation or
high-speed internet connections.
By highlighting the needs of rural
residents and advocating for
systems of service provision that
are accessible in rural areas,
economic developers can bring
attention and resources to an
underserved population.
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Diversification of industries/economic sectors – Oregon’s rural
economies have experienced significant decline in part because they
lacked economic diversity. Encouraging the diversification of the
industries that support our rural areas will increase rural areas’
ability to withstand and bounce back from future economic shocks.
Infrastructure redundancy and resiliency – building out selfsufficient infrastructure in rural places will decrease dependency on
far-away support systems. Since many disasters may cut off access
to these support systems, self-sufficient and back-up infrastructure
will be critical to survival.
Internal Coordination –coalescing rural communities around specific
funding proposals will increase competitiveness since many funders
prioritize collaborative efforts. While a single community on its own
may have trouble competing with the comparatively vast resources
available in urban areas, pooling rural communities’ resources and
voices will increase their likelihood of gaining attention and traction.
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Implementation
This chapter presents the implementation framework for the 2020-2025 CEDS. It focuses on creating
accountability among partners for activating regional projects and maintaining the CEDS as a regionally
relevant and up-to-date document. The first section outlines the changes in implementation structure
from the 2015-2020 CEDS. The next section describes key roles and responsibilities of CWEDD and
partners in implementation. The remainder of the chapter lays out a schedule for plan maintenance and
plan review. This includes a schedule for CEDS partners to meet, identify regional projects, and record
successes and challenges. This chapter, together with information contained elsewhere in this report,
satisfies 13 C.F.R. § 303.7(b)(iii).

Implementation Structure
A successful implementation structure facilitates collaboration among regional partners by creating clear
systems of accountability, defining a shared understanding of roles, and uses measurable indicators of
success. The following sections describe changes made to the implementation structure for the 20202025 CEDS that resulted from discussions with CWEDD staff, the CWEDD Board, and other interested
parties who participated in the update process. These changes represent a renewed commitment to
CEDS implementation through collaboration and leveraging the existing capacity of regional economic
development groups and practitioners.
Stakeholders identified the need for CWEDD leadership to convene working groups and provide support
and resources to ensure the CEDS is a practical tool for routine use. CWEDD staff were identified as the
key convener for CEDS implementation in this update. CWEDD staff, supported by OCWCOG and LCOG
staff and CWEDD board members, will provide adequate staff time to organize working groups around
priority projects and assist with elements of project implementation and coordination.
CWEDD staff will convene CEDS implementation by bringing together economic development
practitioners and any additional stakeholders on a quarterly to semi-annual basis. These meetings will
support regional collaboration and CEDS implementation by identifying regional priority projects and
forming Working Groups based on those projects. Working Groups will be based on regional priority
projects instead of topical interests (as they were in the 2015-2020 CEDS). Working Groups will consist of
local and regional economic development staff and other partners, and each Working Group will require
a Project Champion to initiate meetings and move the project forward. Outside of meetings, CWEDD staff
will function as a conduit for communication between the CWEDD Board and the Working Groups.
CWEDD will be available to provide support and resources to the Working Groups if needed.
The following table describes the new implementation structure. This structure is intended to fit the
existing capacity of CWEDD and all involved CEDS partners. It recognizes that collaboration is integral to
successful implementation and that the CWEDD region is still actively cultivating regional relationships.
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CWEDD Board
Decision-making body that approves regional priorities through adoption of CEDS.
The CWEDD Board will provide direction to CWEDD staff as appropriate.

CWEDD Staff
Conduit between decision-makers (the Board) and economic development staff.
CWEDD staff will convene regional and local stakeholders through CEDS
implementation meetings and provide support through outreach, facilitation aid,
and relevant economic development opportunities to the region.

Regional and Local Economic Development
Stakeholders
QUATERLY/SEMI-ANNUAL
CEDS IMPLEMENTATION MEETINGS

Benton, Lincoln, and Linn County Economic Development Group

Advisory

CEDS IMPLEMENTATION

Convening &
Support

Decision
-making

CWEDD Organization

Benton, Lincoln, and Linn County Economic Development group serves
the local priorities of Benton, Lincoln, and Linn Counties. They will
provide local updates during CEDS implementation meetings to support
local alignment with regional priorities.

Lane Economic Committee
Lane Economic Committee (LEC) serves as an economic development
advisory group to LCOG. This group will provide local updates during
CEDS implementation meetings to support local alignment with regional
priorities.

Additional Practitioners and Stakeholders
Additional regional and local practitioners and stakeholders may include
representatives from statewide organizations, economic development
organizations, business leaders, and entrepreneurs, among others. In
response to the Pandemic, important cross-region coordinating groups
emerged that should be leveraged in CEDS implementation. Groups like
these and other individuals should provide updates on their work and
add their perspective to CEDS implementation meetings.

Working Groups
Action

Working Groups
Working Groups will be formed during CEDS implementation meetings and be the
action-oriented and project-focused groups that carry out regional priorities. They
will be convened by a Project Champion identified from within the group.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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Implementation Roles
CWEDD Board

The CWEDD Board should be representative of the
region’s professional, geographic, and demographic
make-up. Professional representation should include
members such as elected officials, economic
development practitioners, sector professionals, and
representatives from the business community.
Geographic representation may include members at
the county level, city level, and belonging to urban or
rural localities. Demographic representation should
accurately reflect the region and consider gender
identity, race and ethnicity, foreign-born individuals,
and age, among other demographic measures, as
necessary identities to diversify board membership.

CWEDD Board
Governing body of CWEDD

Role

Oversees CEDS update and
implementation
Makes decisions about regional
priorities
Supports implementation within
their jurisdiction
Elected officials at the county and
city level

Membership

The 2020-2025 CEDS recognizes the CWEDD Board as
the District’s governing body. The CWEDD Board
oversees the CEDS update process and
implementation, participates in regular board meetings
to discuss regional projects and priorities, and reports
local updates to the District. Board members should
provide support to economic development efforts,
facilitate regional collaboration and networking, and
communicate local successes or challenges, which will
support CEDS implementation. Board members may
participate in the CEDS implementation meetings and
choose to become members of Working Groups given
their availability and capacity.

Economic development
professionals
Business and sector representatives
Urban and rural representatives
Representatives from diverse
identities and experiences reflective
of regional demographics

CWEDD Staff
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CWEDD Staff
Convene CEDS implementation
meetings
Provide regional resources to the
economic development network

Role

The primary role of CWEDD staff will be to convene
CEDS implementation meetings and support Working
Groups. This responsibility includes outreach, event
organization, meeting facilitation, and participating in
Working Groups as necessary. The type of support
CWEDD staff provide will be determined by a Project
Champion for each Working Group. Support may
include research and data-gathering, outreach via
email or CWEDD’s website, connection to regional
networks, and updates on relevant CEDS
implementation work. Lastly, CWEDD staff will act to
streamline communications between the CWEDD
Board, local economic development groups, and
practitioners participating in the CEDS implementation
meetings and Working Groups. This may be

Provide support to the Board and
Working Groups as identified
Support communication between
the CWEDD Board, regional and local
stakeholders, and Working Groups

Cascades West EDD

operationalized as providing updates during CWEDD Board meetings, conducting outreach or updates on
the CWEDD website, direct communication with individuals, or through an annual CEDS implementation
update report.

Regional and Local Economic Development Stakeholders
Regional and Local Economic
Development Stakeholders

The work of implementation falls to local economic
development groups and practitioners. Many of these
groups and individuals have been working on projects
that speak to regional priorities but have had little
connection to the CEDS in the past. By formally
recognizing these groups as integral to CEDS
implementation, this update has been designed to
work as a practical tool for guiding regional economic
development efforts and providing opportunities for
local economic development groups and practitioners
to access federal partners and funding.

The role of local economic development practitioners
in CEDS implementation includes attendance and
participation at quarterly or semi-annual CEDS
implementation meetings convened by CWEDD staff.
During CEDS implementation meetings, practitioners
should communicate their sector’s or organization’s
priorities and discuss relevant successes and challenges
from their perspective. They may also opt to
participate in Working Groups to act on the CEDS
Strategic Priorities. Additionally, local economic
development practitioners may engage with CEDS
implementation in the following ways:
•

•

Sharing the CEDS priorities with their sector’s or
organization’s members and leadership and
aligning the CEDS priorities where possible with
the priorities of their sector or organization
Communicating desired economic development
resources to the District
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Share and discuss local priorities,
projects, or goals

Role

Communicate resources that can be
shared with other local stakeholders
Communicate needs to support
regional partnerships or resourcesharing
Share and discuss local successes
and challenges in economic
development
Communicate outcomes of CEDS
implementation meetings back to
localities and networks
Engage in regional collaboration
Existing members of local economic
development groups
Representatives from statewide
organizations

Membership

This update proposes to harness the existing capacity
of Benton, Lincoln, and Linn County Economic
Development Group, convened by OCWCOG, and the
Lane Economic Committee, convened by LCOG. The
role of these groups in implementation includes regular
discussion of regional priorities and projects at their
own meetings and participation in quarterly or semiannual CEDS implementation meetings convened by
CWEDD staff. Members of these groups may then opt
to participate in Working Groups given interest,
capacity, and existing work.

Attend and participate in CEDS
implementation meetings

Large and small business
representatives
Entrepreneurs
Representatives from Workforce
Investment Boards
Economic development practitioners
Representatives from local or
regional economic development
organizations or nonprofits
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Working Groups
Working Groups are the mechanism through which
coordinated, regional implementation of the CEDS
priorities will occur. Working Groups will be formed as
a result of quarterly to semi-annual CEDS
implementation meetings and based on regional
priority projects. Working Group membership will be
decided at CEDS implementation meetings and may
include economic development practitioners and other
stakeholders from across the four-county region based
on interest, capacity, or the alignment of existing work.

Project Champions will be responsible for convening
their Working Groups, with some assistance from
CWEDD staff. They will coordinate outreach to Working
Group members, create meeting agendas, and
communicate project needs to CWEDD staff. If no one
volunteers to be a Project Champion, it is a good
indication that the project may not have enough
energy to sustain it – the project should be tabled until
a champion emerges.

Carry out the on-the-ground
implementation of regional priority
projects
Identify a Project Champion

Role

Set a realistic meeting schedule,
tasks, and project milestones
Record successes and challenges to
measure performance
Attend CEDS implementation
meetings and report back to the
wider group of stakeholders
Communicate with appropriate
networks to support implementation
Engage in regional collaboration

Project
Champion

Convene the working group
Reach out to CWEDD as needed
Guide the group in creating
schedules, agendas, defining tasks,
and project milestones
Membership will be dependent on
interest, capacity, and existing work
and may include:
Regional and local practitioners

Membership

The change to Working Group structure is to maintain
energy and accountability for priority project
implementation. In the 2015-2020 CEDS, Working
Groups were based on four topics: Regional Economic
Development Practitioners, Entrepreneur and
Innovation, Workforce Development, and Rural
Development. The majority of these groups did not
meet during the five-year period and defaulted to
working within their own localities. The new structure
of Working Groups based on projects rather than
topics is intended to encourage sustained
participation—it is easier to motivate a group around a
specific project idea rather than an abstract topic.
Working Groups should also have clear leadership from
a Project Champion and convening assistance from
CWEDD staff. This level of structure was missing from
2015-2020 Working Groups and should help the new
Working Groups achieve more success.

Working Groups

Members of economic development
groups, organizations, or nonprofits
CWEDD Board members
Business representatives
Entrepreneurs
WIB representatives
And more!
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Plan maintenance
Plan maintenance is a critical component of the CEDS. This section presents a basic five-year schedule and
generalized work program. The schedule is intended to guide CWEDD staff and Working Groups with an
appropriate timeline, meeting objectives, and a timeframe for tracking indicators outlined in the strategic
priority framework. CWEDD staff will have the primary responsibility for the meeting schedule of the
quarterly or semi-annual CEDS implementation meetings. Working Groups will determine their own
meeting schedule dependent on their needs and the requirements of the project identified.

Implementation Schedule
The following table describes the proposed schedule for CEDS implementation meetings. The frequency
of meetings on a quarterly or semi-annual basis will be determined by CWEDD staff as necessary.

Timeline
Year 1

Meeting topics and tasks
 CWEDD Board will adopt the updated CEDS
 CWEDD staff will convene CEDS implementation meetings
 Working Groups will be formed during CEDS implementation meetings
 Working Groups will set a schedule for meeting and implementation
 CWEDD staff will provide support as requested from Working Groups
 CWEDD staff will produce an end-of-year report of CEDS implementation activities,
including gathering data on indicators

Years
2-4

 CWEDD staff will continue to organize quarterly to semi-annual CEDS
implementation meetings
 New Working Groups will be formed as necessary during CEDS implementation
meetings
 CWEDD staff and Working Groups will record successes and challenges
 CWEDD staff will produce end-of-year reports of CEDS implementation activities,
including gathering data on indicators

Year 5

 CWEDD staff will convene CEDS implementation meetings as appropriate
 New Working Groups will be formed as necessary during CEDS implementation
meetings
 CWEDD staff and Working Groups will record successes and challenges
 CWEDD staff will engage appropriate stakeholders in the CEDS review and plan
update process (reserve a full year for the 2025 update)
 CWEDD staff will produce an end-of-year report of CEDS implementation activities,
including gathering data on indicators

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020-2025
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CEDS Implementation Meetings
CEDS implementation meetings are the catalyst for regional collaboration and CEDS implementation.
CWEDD staff will take the lead in convening quarterly to semi-annual CEDS implementation meetings.
Those in attendance may consist of, but not be limited to, the following stakeholders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CWEDD Board members
Benton, Lincoln, Linn Economic Development Group members
Lane Economic Committee members
Practitioners from across the four-county region
Local and regional business leaders and representatives
Representatives from statewide EDOs, such as Business Oregon and Regional Solutions
Representatives from Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs)
Representatives from Small Business Development Centers

CWEDD staff will coordinate scheduling, agendas, and outreach for CEDS implementation meetings. The
list below describes potential meeting objectives to guide CEDS implementation meetings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Updates from local economic development groups and practitioners on their existing work
Updates from the CWEDD staff or board on regional resources, support, and/or funding
Determining regional priority projects that align with the strategic priority areas of the CEDS
and/or the interests and existing work of EDOs and practitioners
Identifying a Project Champion for each priority project
Forming Working Groups around priority projects where a Project Champion has been identified
Recording successes and challenges encountered during the implementation process and making
any necessary adjustments

CWEDD staff may also convene regional workshops or presentations that support economic development
efforts, either as part of CEDS implementation meetings or as stand-alone events.

Annual CEDS Report
CWEDD staff will produce an annual CEDS report based on implementation activities held throughout the
year. An annual report is intended to inform local and regional economic development groups and
practitioners on CEDS progress as well as track the indicators detailed in this plan. Annual CEDS reports
will support the next plan review cycle and provide an avenue for recognizing and celebrating successful
regional projects.

Plan Review Cycle
The EDA requires that CEDS be updated every five years for designation as an Economic Development
District. This review cycle also ensures that the strategy remains a current and useful guide for regional
economic development efforts. As described in the previous section, CWEDD staff should focus year five
of implementation on engaging the CWEDD Board, local economic development groups, and other
stakeholders to make updates to each section of this plan. Creating annual reports and tracking metrics
throughout the cycle will support an efficient CEDS update process, but the District should reserve an
entire year for the 2025 update. This update will likely be more extensive than the 2020 update since it
will have been 10 years since a major overhaul of the strategy was last completed. Once the CEDS is
updated, the CWEDD Board will move forward with its adoption after a 45-day public plan review period.
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Appendix A: Plan Update Process
& Resources
This appendix includes summaries of the workshops and questionnaires used to gather input to update
the CEDS. After a kickoff meeting with the CWEDD Board in July 2020, CWEDD convened three workshops
with Board members and interested stakeholders to discuss different aspects of the CEDS:
•
•
•

August 20, 2020 – SWOT and Preliminary Action Plan Discussion
October 15, 2020 – Implementation Structure Discussion
November 19, 2020 – Performance and Evaluation Framework Discussion

In lieu of a meeting in September (the meeting was cancelled because of the ongoing wildfire crisis
affecting the CWEDD region), stakeholders were asked to review a memo about options for updating the
CEDS action plan and provide feedback through a questionnaire. This memo and questionnaire results are
also included in this appendix.
This appendix includes the following materials:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

August 2020 Meeting Summary – SWOT & Action Plan Discussion
SWOT Questionnaire Results
Action Items Questionnaire Results
September 2020 Action Framework Update Findings & Recommendations Memo
Action Plan Findings & Recommendations Questionnaire Results
October 2020 Meeting Summary – Implementation Structure
November 2020 Meeting Summary – Performance and Evaluation Framework
Success Measure Questionnaire Results
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Date: 08/24/20
To
From
SUBJECT

CWEDD Board, Staff, and Interested Parties
Aniko Drlik-Muehleck, Aqsa Khan, and Melissa Graciosa, Institute for Policy Research &
Engagement
AUGUST 2020 MEETING SUMMARY – SWOT & ACTION PLAN DISCSSION

OVERVIEW
On August 20, 2020, 32 members of the Cascades West Economic Development District (CWEDD) met to
discuss updates to the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS). The August meeting
focused on updating the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) Analysis and the
CEDS Action Plan. A team from the University of Oregon’s Institute for Policy Research & Engagement
(IPRE) facilitated the meeting. This was the second of the CWEDD CEDS update meetings.

Meeting Goals & Activities
The meeting had three main goals:
•
•
•

Brainstorm what to add to or change about the SWOT Analysis
Develop some guidelines for how to reformat the Action Plan
Discuss appropriate scale and scope for the Action Plan

Before diving into discussion about the SWOT and Action Plan, the IPRE team reviewed responses to the
questionnaire meeting attendees filled out as part of the CEDS Update Kickoff Meeting in July. Next, an
IPRE team member presented an overview of the current SWOT content and gave attendees time to fill
out a short questionnaire asking about updates to the SWOT. The meeting then spilt into three smaller
breakout rooms to discuss the SWOT before coming back as a full group to share insights from small
group discussions.
Next, an IPRE team member reviewed the current Action Plan, focusing on the goals and action item
forms that were designed to provide details about how to implement each action. The IPRE team
member also shared three examples of other CEDS action plans: Eastern Upper Peninsula, Michigan; MidRegion, New Mexico; and Southeast Alaska. Each CEDS illustrated a different approach to formatting the
action plan. Attendees were encouraged to think about what aspects of these CEDS action plans they
liked and disliked to help inform how the CWEDD CEDS Action Plan might be reformatted for the 2020
update. After the IPRE presentation, attendees again took time to fill out a short questionnaire about the
current CWEDD Action Plan and split into three smaller groups to discuss updates to the Action Plan.
After discussing the Action Plan in small groups, attendees came back together to share some insights
from their discussion.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The following sections of this memo summarize the discussion around the SWOT Analysis and Action Plan
from both small group breakouts and full group sharing. Note that IPRE will summarize and share
1209 University of Oregon | Eugene, Oregon 97403 | T: 541.346.3889 | F: 541.346.2040

http://ipre.uoregon.edu

An equal-opportunity, affirmative-action institution committed to cultural diversity and compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act

responses to the two questionnaires prior to the September CEDS Update Meeting, but those responses
are not included here since both questionnaires remain open to gather feedback through September 4th.

SWOT Analysis
Meeting attendees considered the relevance of the current SWOT Analysis and provided feedback about
what changes should be included in the 2020 CEDS update. In small groups, meeting attendees discussed
the following prompts:
•
•
•

•
•

What stood out to you while completing the questionnaire?
What changes in (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) have occurred
regionally?
It can be useful to think backwards: we know some of the actions that need to happen
regionally, so how do those tie back to regional (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats)?
In what ways has COVID-19 highlighted changes in the SWOT for the region?
Feedback from July meeting questionnaire suggests the continued need to incorporate
resilience, equity, and collaboration within the CEDS. What changes to the SWOT analysis might
reflect these?

Overall, meeting attendees affirmed that much the previous SWOT held true, but observed potential
modifications that should be included in the update. Below, we highlight observations about
modifications grouped by existing SWOT categories.

Marketable Strengths
•

•

Missing Industries – Several meeting attendees pointed out industries that are important
strengths in our region, but that do not appear to be clearly highlighted in the CEDS, including:
o Food and beverage manufacturing
o Wood products
o Metals manufacturing (particularly for aerospace and other specialty metals
manufacturing)
Missing Reference to Livability – Meeting attendees also pointed out that one of our region’s
greatest strengths is livability and access to nature and outdoor recreation. This strength is not
currently highlighted in the CEDS.

Regional Weaknesses
Connectivity/Infrastructure
•

•

Broadband – Meeting attendees pointed out that the pandemic has underscored the importance
of ensuring access to high-speed internet. Particularly in rural areas, the lack of broadband has
made remote work and education extremely difficult. To ensure equity of access and
opportunity, broadband development should be a priority of the 2020 CEDS. Lack of internet
access has contributed to increasing disparities in prosperity in our region and beyond.
Infrastructure Readiness/Quality Last Mile – At first glance, our region appears have great
infrastructure resources. When it comes down to attracting businesses to locate or expand in our
region, however, we have issues with the level of infrastructure development at many sites.
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•
•

Businesses often back away when they learn the extent of upgrades/expansion required to bring
a site into full operation.
East-West Connectivity – Coastal communities have tremendous potential to grow an oceanbased economy, but lack of connectivity to the major markets and transportation systems in the
valley continue to act as a barrier to economic expansion.
Aging Infrastructure – The region continues to struggle with accessing funding to upgrade aging
infrastructure.

Demographics
•

Lack of Skilled Labor Force – While the region has good training centers and other training
resources, it can sometimes be challenging to connect people with these resources. This means
that the assets the region has to offer are underutilized.

Institutional Barriers
•

Lack of Regional Brand – Despite a focus on creating a regional brand in the 2015 CEDS action
plan, meeting attendees felt that the region still lacks coherent branding. One meeting attendee
suggested that Travel Lane County might offer a good example of how to coherently brand a
diverse region; the agency’s “Eugene, Cascades, and Coast” branding effectively demonstrates
both diversity and cohesion within a region.

District-Wide Opportunities (Soon-to-be Strengths)
•

Millersburg Intermodal Center Development – The conversion of a large mill site into an
intermodal facility for freight transfer will become a major strength for our region once
completed. The facility will help divert truck traffic from I-5 by offering an “inland port” where
trucks can transfer their cargo to trains.

Potential Threats
Coordination
•

Unaligned Service Boundaries – The CWEDD region (Benton, Lane, Lincoln, and Linn counties)
overlaps with some service territories, but not all. For example, although workforce is a critical
part of the economic development ecosystem, the District is served by three different Workforce
Investment Boards. When many economic development service providers have different service
territories, it can be difficult to execute a coordinated regional economic development strategy.

Taxes/Funding
•

•

Lack of Stable Tax Funding – Since many economic development projects, particularly
infrastructure-related ones, are costly, lack of funding stability threatens project planning and
execution. Particularly as the economic recession caused by the pandemic begins to hit state and
local budgets, it may become increasingly difficult to fund projects.
Lack of Capital for Early-Stage Companies – Entrepreneurs in our region need access to capital
that does not come in the form of loans that will have to be repaid. It will continue to be difficult
for entrepreneurs in our region to thrive if they struggle to access manageable financing.
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Miscellaneous
•

•

•

Lack of Affordable Housing Stock – Housing is an increasingly pressing issue in our region. With
limited access to affordable housing, it will be difficult to market the region as a place to live,
work, and play. While each community faces its own unique housing challenges, housing on the
coast is a particularly challenging issue due to vacation properties. Meeting attendees also
pointed out that the location (not just the price) of housing can pose a threat as well. If affordable
housing exists far away from employment opportunities, the overall costs for a household may
still be burdensome due to commuting-related expenses. Meeting attendees acknowledged that
housing solutions need to come from adjustments to both local and State policies. There may be
a need at the State level to adjust policies so that localities have more/different land use tools at
their disposal to promote affordable housing and affordable budgets.
K-12 Education – Meeting attendees pointed out that K-12 education in our region, particularly in
rural areas, needs a boost. This is an incredibly complex issue, but one meeting attendee pointed
out that if we become better able to demonstrate to K-12 students that economic opportunity
exists in their own hometown and region, we can start to combat the effects the brain drain and
youth disaffection.
Lack of Representation of People of Color in Economic Development – Several meeting attendees
pointed out that the voices and needs of People of Color (POCs) have been left out of the
economic development conversation in our region and beyond. Continuing to exclude these
perspectives threatens equitable economic growth in our region. During this round of the CEDS
update and moving forward with economic development work, economic developers should
broaden representation of POCs in input and decision-making.

COVID Implications
Many meeting attendees commented on the changing landscape caused by the pandemic. While nobody
knows what kinds of lasting behavior changes might result from the pandemic, two main (related) themes
came out of attendees’ discussion:
•
•

Employment Assumptions – We may need to change our assumptions about how and where
people want to work. With so many office-based workers realizing remote work may be an
option, where people chose to locate for jobs may change in the coming years.
Housing Assumptions – If employment patterns change, housing needs/desires are also likely to
change. People may be more excited to live in smaller, amenity-rich communities if they are able
to work remotely. People may also have different housing type demands if they now require a
home office.

While it is probably too early to understand exactly how, changing employment and housing patterns are
likely to lead to changes in our region’s population and demographic make-up.

Action Plan
After reviewing the current CEDS Action Plan and looking at the three example CEDS action plans from
the Eastern Upper Peninsula, Michigan; the Mid-Region, New Mexico; and Southeast Alaska, meeting
attendees reflected together on formatting and scale/scope changes that the CEDS update should
consider. In small groups, meeting attendees discussed the following prompts:
Format of the Action Plan
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•
•

What has not worked with the existing format and why?
What formatting changes would help improve the action plan?

Scale/Scope of the Action Plan
• Was the scale/scope of the 2015 action plan appropriate? Why or why not?
• Who should implement the CEDS?
• How much time should they spend on the CEDS?
During discussion, attendees stressed the importance of also considering how the CEDS is used in the
region. Below, we summarize meeting attendees’ comments during small and full group discussion.

Use of the CEDS
•

•

Who uses the CEDS?
o Primarily economic development practitioners, particularly in the public sector
o Secondarily mayors, council presidents, and other elected officials who are more deeply
involved with economic development
o Elected officials may be aware of the CEDS, but likely do not consider it on a regular basis
 Elected officials likely won’t know about the CEDS unless staff specifically address
it with them
How is the CEDS used?
o During funding applications (to demonstrate regional priorities)
o During funding conversations with federal elected representatives
o While the CEDS may not be used regularly, it is a critical document for big federal funding
opportunities; a proposed project must be tied back to a CEDS priority to be considered

Format of the Action Pan
•

•

•

•

CEDS document is overwhelming – For those who don’t regularly interact with the CEDS (and
even for some who interact with it more regularly), the CEDS does not feel approachable. While
the 100+ pages of supporting materials may be necessary to keep, it would be useful to produce
a more streamlined executive summary that could be used and referenced by more people on a
regular basis.
Lack of accountability – The current action plan tables in Volume I of the CEDS do not specifically
assign actions to people or organizations and do not include metrics for determining success.
While these elements are included in the Action Item Forms in Appendix A, meeting attendees
found the action item forms confusing and therefore not a readily accessible tool for interpreting
and executing the CEDS. Meeting attendees also pointed out that the measurements suggested
in the action item forms are only “potential.” Creating more clear and concrete metrics for the
2020 update would help with accountability.
Reformat the action plan as a Gantt chart with more implementation details – To address the
previous two issues, meeting attendees suggested an adaptation of the Southeast Alaska CEDS
action plan concept. Attendees appreciated the type of details included in the Alaska plan and
suggested that an improvement to readability would come from listing those same details in a
Gantt chart style timeline. Such a chart would clearly illustrate what, who, and when, and
associate metrics with each goal.
Formatting may be less important than increasing understanding of how to use the CEDS – Many
of those involved in economic development in our region are unaware of the CEDS. A top priority
should be better communicating about the Strategy’s existence and how to leverage it.
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Scale/Scope of the Action Plan
•

•

•

•

Mixed feelings about the scale/scope of the CEDS – Some meeting attendees felt the scale/scope
was about right, but others felt it was overly ambitious (in part because very few actions for the
2015 have been implemented).
All economic development participants in the region should be responsible for implementation –
Some meeting attendees identified the COGs as facilitators, working to align economic
development entities around the region behind implementation of the CEDS action plan. This
could lead to the pursuit of more regional-scale opportunities than has previously occurred in our
District.
The CEDS should take a broad view of economic development – The CEDS is an opportunity to
address all factors that contribute to our economic prosperity. That means taking a broader focus
beyond business support and development. The CEDS should support coverage of basic needs
and quality of life enhancements that together with business support result in a more prosperous
region for all.
The CEDS should not supersede local priorities – Local elected officials create priorities based on
the desires of their constituents. These priorities can shift over time. The CEDS should be flexible
enough that it can both set regional direction and allow for the elevation of local priorities (and
changes in those priorities over time). Ideally, the overarching goals described in the CEDS could
be used to align local priorities into larger regional projects. Regional projects often have greater
impacts than disconnected local projects can achieve on their own.

NEXT STEPS
The IPRE team will use the input from this meeting, from the two questionnaires, and from CWEDD staff
to begin drafting updates to the SWOT Analysis and Action Plan. The next meeting on Thursday,
September 17, 2020 from 9-11am will primarily address updates to the Action Plan and the CEDS
implementation structure.
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LIST OF MEETING ATTENDEES
For a full roster of meeting attendees with affiliations and contact information, visit
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Corey Wright
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38 Total Responses;
Number of responses varies by question (see
"Count" for number of responses for each question)

Q1 - The following growth in these industry clusters are a marketable strength in the
CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths.

Research industry

77%

Maritime industry

74%

Other (please
describe)

68%

Medical supply
industry

39%

0%
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70%

80%

90%

100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

1

Medical supply industry

15% 12

2

Maritime industry

29% 23

3

Research industry

30% 24

5

Other (please describe)

26% 21
80

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Field

Count

The following growth in these industry clusters are a marketable strength in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable
strengths. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

31
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albany hemp
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beerremote retail thc
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cbd
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remotelyaerospace
alcohol particulary distillery
entrepreneur

natural

beverage
metaltourism organic

technology

food

wine
work
manufacture
industry product
specialty

Other (please describe)

Tourism

Specialty metals in Millersburg and Albany

Aerospace, metals

Retail/lodging industry, particulary in coastal communities

Food and Beverage Manufacturing, Wood Products Manufacturing

Advanced Manufacturing. Food and Beverage.

Lifestyle entrepreneurs. People who can work anywhere remotely and work where they want to live.

Tourism, Natural/Organic Food & Beverage

Ag +Natural resources

Recreation

HEMP/THC/CBD Industries; Metallurgy; Apparel & Consumer Products

Other (please describe)

Food and Beverage

food industry

Specialty metals and manufacturing

Technology, remote work, traditional manufacturing

Tourism/Hospitality

Tourism, Alcohol-related industries (beer, wine, distilleries, ciders, etc.), Hi-tech

technology

value added local foods - e.e. wine, bar, spirits

Food processing and organic food production

Food manufacturing

Q2 - The following aspects of connectivity are a marketable strength in the CWEDD
region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths.

Direct access to I-5

90%

Multi-use ocean ports
for ﬁshing, research,
and trade

65%

Freight infrastructure

45%

Local, regional, and
national international
rail network

39%

ther (please explain)

26%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

1

Direct access to I-5

34% 28

2

Multi-use ocean ports for ﬁshing, research, and trade

24% 20

3

Local, regional, and national international rail network

15% 12

5

Freight infrastructure

17% 14

6

Other (please explain)

10% 8
82

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

Field

Count

The following aspects of connectivity are a marketable strength in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths. Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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entrepreneur access
asset making future airport
intermodal
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amenity promote
main
101 list strong

fiber
infrastructure
broadband
coastkey trunk

work

item

mentorstrengthspeedhighway
eugene program millersburg
connective high difficult
capabilities

Other (please explain)

Intermodal Center in Millersburg

The other items are listed assets for which the infrastructure is not strong, making them diﬃcult amenities to promote as strengths

Fiber Infrastructure.

Fiber access. The coast's main ﬁber trunk goes along Highway 101

Mentor network connectivity via various Entrepreneurial Programs

Eugene Airport;

High speed broadband in key cities

Future work on broadband capabilities

Q3 - The following support a culture of innovation as a marketable strength in the
CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths.

Research institutes
and higher education
institutions

97%

Business incubators
and accelerators
(e.g. Regional
Accelerator &
Innovation Network
(RAIN), FertiLab)

69%

Proven track record
of successful
business starts (e.g.
Nike, Garage Games,
Molecular Probes)

66%

Other (please
explain)

14%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

4

Business incubators and accelerators (e.g. Regional Accelerator & Innovation Network (RAIN), FertiLab)

28% 20

5

Research institutes and higher education institutions

39% 28

6

Proven track record of successful business starts (e.g. Nike, Garage Games, Molecular Probes)

27% 19

7

Other (please explain)

6% 4
71

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Field

Count

The following support a culture of innovation as a marketable strength in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths. Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

Q3_7_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Small business

29

Other (please explain)

(From a Lincoln City perspective) True high-speed connectivity to allow living on the coast with the ability to move work ﬁles.

Growth of "innovation districts" e.g. in Eugene

update incubators and accelerators and add other start up resources

Q4 - The following promote a supportive business climate as a marketable strength in the
CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths.

Small business
support (e.g.
chambers of
commerce, Cascades
West Financial
Services)

93%

Workforce training
centers

82%

Other (please
explain)

32%

Adaptive and
attractive business
code processes

25%
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100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

2

Small business support (e.g. chambers of commerce, Cascades West Financial Services)

40% 26

3

Workforce training centers

35% 23

4

Other (please explain)

14% 9

1

Adaptive and attractive business code processes

11% 7
65

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Field

Count

The following promote a supportive business climate as a marketable strength in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable
strengths. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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education familia engaged
access paycheck primary facilities
oregon sbdc school incentive
high
small industry

center

business
community

afford
latinx
higherregionworkforce pro institution
leadership
housing supportive
research
opportunity heurto
development

college

Other (please explain)

Engaged business and industry leadership

Aﬀordable workforce housing

Heurto de la Familia (supportive of the Latinx biz community)

Pro-business education in primary and high school

Second "paycheck" opportunities in Oregon

access to higher ed institutions/research facilities

Small Business Development Centers at all Community Colleges in the region.

Business incentives possible

SBDC centers

Q11 - The following provide technical support as a marketable strength in the CWEDD
region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths.

Councils of
Government (LCOG,
OCWCOG)

76%

Multiple economic
development related
non-proﬁts and
foundations

76%

UO Economic
Development
Administration
University Center

41%

Other (please
explain)

38%
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Choice
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#
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1

Councils of Government (LCOG, OCWCOG)

33% 22

3

Multiple economic development related non-proﬁts and foundations

33% 22

2

UO Economic Development Administration University Center

18% 12

4

Other (please explain)

16% 11
67

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Field

Count

The following provide technical support as a marketable strength in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe marketable strengths. Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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development
advantage regional
dev economic
individual
oregon
citysmall
government
chambers ec score lcc
college

business

accelerator
governor usda
commerce team
offices

community
county
workforce
town initiative
solution
organization

sbdc
center
osu

municipality
Q11_4_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Governor's Regional Solutions Team

Chambers of Commerce. Individual city economic development initiatives.

Local municipalities, workforce organizations

Small business centers for small towns, like the one at the local community college

City governments

LCC business center

Ec/Dev in local and regional governments, Business Oregon, USDA-RD

OSU Advantage Accelerator, SBDCs, ED oﬃces of cities and counties

SBDCs, SCORE, municipalities

SBDCs

Other (please explain)

Small business development centers

Q12 - (Optional) What additional marketable strengths exist in the CWEDD region that
are not listed above. Please describe.

(Optional) What additional marketable strengths exist in the CWEDD region t...

Mild climate conditions. Available housing for white collar workforce, while "aﬀordable housing" is improving. Positive relationships between
cities and counties and their citizens with law enforcement.

Quality of life amenities and recreation asset owners/promoters, cultural organizations and philanthropic organizations contributing to 'sense of
place'

Several small rural communities have innovated to include housing and development incentives that are not politically achievable in Eugene.
While they lack some of the amenities in the urban core, they have created better climates for businesses.

Speaking on the Central Coast, the same strengths that make us a great place to visit make us a great place to live. Providing people with the
tools to work virtually from here is critical.

Quality of life, outdoors,

Good environment with strong support to take care of our enviroment

Arts, Timber/Lumber

Liveability; Opportunities to live/engage with nature; Relatively decent availability of business locations at reasonable prices.

Oregon coast as a recession-proof tourism magnet

contribute
conditions environment
development
citizen innovate
core arts
nature

coast
climatelive life
quality
place amenity
housing
business
city location
mild
include
available magnet
create law
improve
eugene
critical
afford
enforce

great

community

central
county
decent
incentive
asset
liveablecollar
lumber
make cultural
opportunity better
lack engage
good
enviroment
achieve

Q6 - The following describe the challenges of coordinating a large and diverse region.
Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses.

Divides between
urban and rural
areas

80%

Divides between
geographic areas
(coast, valley, and
mountain)

80%

Size, scale, and
resource-base of
ocal economies that
make up the region

70%

ack of agreement on
regional economic
development
priorities

57%

Divides between COG
territories

33%

Other (please
explain)

10%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

4

Size, scale, and resource-base of local economies that make up the region

21% 21

5

Lack of agreement on regional economic development priorities

17% 17

6

Divides between urban and rural areas

24% 24

7

Divides between geographic areas (coast, valley, and mountain)

24% 24

8

Divides between COG territories

10% 10

9

Other (please explain)

3% 3
99

Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

Field

Count

The following describe the challenges of coordinating a large and diverse region. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses. - Selected
Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

30

Q6_9_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Lane County alone is the size of some US states, has 12 cities, and over 50 unincorporated communities. The "one-size ﬁts all" approach does
not work as evidenced by previous attempts.

Lack of trust and opportunities to "relationship build" across entities

An historic scarcity mindset among business support organizations (improving).

Q13 - The following aspects of connectivity are a regional weakness in the CWEDD
region. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses.

Lack of available and
accessible regional
public transportation

83%

Limited east-west
connectivity

79%

Limited regional
airport service

66%

Lack of multi-modal
transfer stations
between valley and
coast

66%

Lack of rail
connections to the
coast

59%

Other (please
explain)

28%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

4

Lack of available and accessible regional public transportation

22% 24

1

Limited east-west connectivity

21% 23

3

Limited regional airport service

17% 19

5

Lack of multi-modal transfer stations between valley and coast

17% 19

2

Lack of rail connections to the coast

15% 17

6

Other (please explain)

7% 8
110

Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7
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The following aspects of connectivity are a regional weakness in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses. Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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coastal
population
gigabytereliance
district
limited
income
port sector attract
region
small portland
high rail
coast
afford parts trade
route deep
center low town
business
important
fiber service
speedprogram
freight poc
road grade
again
capital
infrastructure
community

internet
urban

area
lack
connective
rural
broadband

Q13_6_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Lack of freight routes to the coast

Deep port infrastructure, reliance on Portland infrastructure for traded sectors

Some rural areas still lack the ﬁber connectivity they need due to lack of capital.

Again, gigabyte-grade internet service to attract business in small coastal towns may be more important than rail or road.

Lack of connectivity between POC and low income populations to urban centers or other programs.

Lack of high-speed internet in many communities and districts.

Lack of or limited broadband in some parts of the region;

Broadband connectivity for rural and aﬀordable in urban areas

Q14 - The following descriptions of demographics are a regional weakness in the
CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses.

Lack of skilled labor
force (not enough
trained workers)

89%

Aging population and
ncreasing number of
retirees

67%

Relatively small
population

59%

Other (please
explain)

15%
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90%

100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

3

Lack of skilled labor force (not enough trained workers)

39% 24

2

Aging population and increasing number of retirees

29% 18

1

Relatively small population

26% 16

4

Other (please explain)

6% 4
62
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The following descriptions of demographics are a regional weakness in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses. Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

Q14_4_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Lack of aﬀordable housing making the central coast unattractive to workers.

Region is racially homogeneous

lack of diversity which inhibits attracting employees, losing employees to larger urban areas
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Other (please explain)

Need additional and more diverse business involvement.

Q15 - The following are institutional barriers are a regional weakness in the CWEDD
region. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses.

High demand for and
limited supply of
aﬀordable housing

87%

Limited regional
collaboration and
partnership

63%

Lack of regional
brand

43%

High demand for and
limited supply of
technical assistance
to communities

43%

Government
regulations (too
many)

33%

Other (please
explain)

20%
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100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

2

High demand for and limited supply of aﬀordable housing

30% 26

3

Limited regional collaboration and partnership

22% 19

1

Lack of regional brand

15% 13

4

High demand for and limited supply of technical assistance to communities

15% 13

5

Government regulations (too many)

11% 10

6

Other (please explain)

7% 6
87
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The following are institutional barriers are a regional weakness in the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses. Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

30

broadband
misalignment
medical public development
barrier
vision reality
inhibit
land
patch
recruit
option workforce ruralfield
regional work solid childcare
fund system goal
professional cultural
education afford

lack

Q15_6_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Lack of aﬀordable childcare options for workforce

State Land Use Goals and Misalignment to Reality of Development Needs

Cultural barriers

public education system that is a patch work of funding; inhibits recruitment of professionals, especially in the medical ﬁeld

lack of a solid regional vision

Lack of RURAL broadband

Q16 - The following aspects of infrastructure describe regional weaknesses. Mark all that
still describe regional weaknesses.

Aging physical
infrastructure (e.g.
ransportation, water,
sewer, etc.)

86%

Limited access to
infrastructure
ﬁnancing

79%

Lack of ﬁnancial
support services for
startups

54%

ther (please explain)

18%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

1

Aging physical infrastructure (e.g. transportation, water, sewer, etc.)

36% 24

3

Limited access to infrastructure ﬁnancing

33% 22

2

Lack of ﬁnancial support services for startups

23% 15

4

Other (please explain)

8% 5
66
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The following aspects of infrastructure describe regional weaknesses. Mark all that still describe regional weaknesses. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

Q16_4_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Lack of spaces for fostering community accessible innovation and entrepreneurship. Resources exist at universities but not for entire public.

inadequate state revenue and tax system that does not create revenue needed

28

Other (please explain)

Lack of high speed broadband throughout the region

Lack of good capital investment for startups

broadband access (connectivity and cost)

Q17 - (Optional) What additional regional weaknesses exist in the CWEDD region that
are not listed above. Please describe.

(Optional) What additional regional weaknesses exist in the CWEDD region th...

Need for disaster planning and mitigation. Coastal economies risk devastation from potential earthquake/tsunami damage to water, wastewater
& transportation infrastructure. For instance, a relatively small earthquake could topple Newport's earthen dams, which are this region's only
water source.

Need for more seed stage investment capital for early stage companies, as well as grant funds for low income entrepreneurs and POC.

Economic development and support for entrepreneurship/innovation is a low priority for many elected state oﬃcials. Lots of talk but little action,
about being inclusive, collaborative, and working on a common goal.

Lack of aﬀordable, accessible childcare

"Region" deﬁnition changes depending on support organization. The WIB for Lincoln County, for example (NOW), covers a territory that extends
all the way north along the coast and east to Columbia county. Not an overlap of the region represented on this call.

Governmental "boundaries". COG has "boundaries" diﬀerent from Workforce Development, etc.

capital collaborate
disaster action
coastal depend
government county
entrepreneurincome extend definition
earthquake
early change
grant
economic
innovation
east
lack
childcare
economy
cogfunds
goal columbia
elect
earthen
common
call
boundary investment
lot instance devastate
inclusive
infrastructure
lincoln
dam
cover
afford

region
support
low
development
coast
entrepreneurship damage
company
accessible

Q8 - The following describe the top district-wide opportunities. Mark all that still describe
district-wide opportunities.

Our region’s livability

97%

mier educational and
research assets

87%

xisting maritime trade
nd research facilities

57%

Employment
opportunities

30%

her (please describe)

13%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

1

Our region’s livability

34% 29

4

Premier educational and research assets

31% 26

3

Existing maritime trade and research facilities

20% 17

2

Employment opportunities

11% 9

5

Other (please describe)

5% 4
85

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6
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Count

The following describe the top district-wide opportunities. Mark all that still describe district-wide opportunities. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

Other (please describe)

Livability, access to outdoors, regional buy-in for supporting overlooked/underserved entrepreneurs and innovators

Industries listed in strengths

30

Other (please describe)

need to identify more trade and research facilities given we name maritime.

Fostering a collective brand for regional business support organizations.

Q18 - The following describe additional district-wide opportunities. Mark all that still
describe district-wide opportunities.

Quality of place for
growing population
segments (i.e.
retirees, families,
aging baby boomers,
climate migrants,
etc.)

89%

orkforce training and
education

75%

New and expanding
markets (e.g.
value-added forest
products, marijuana,
tourism, craft beer
and wine, etc.)

71%

Increase economic
diversity across the
region

68%

‘Green business’

64%

Renewable energy

57%

California and
Washington markets

50%

Enterprise zones

46%

Growing national and
international
economies

36%

owing trade between
US and Asia

29%

Access to available
capital

29%

Growing national and
international
economies

Increasing higher
ducation enrollment

25%

18%

‘Lay-down’ areas for
multi-modal freight
transfers

18%

ther (please explain)

7%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

1

Quality of place for growing population segments (i.e. retirees, families, aging baby boomers, climate migrants, etc.)

13% 25

8

Workforce training and education

11% 21

7

Increase economic diversity across the region

10% 19

9

New and expanding markets (e.g. value-added forest products, marijuana, tourism, craft beer and wine, etc.)

10% 20

10

‘Green business’

9% 18

11

Renewable energy

8% 16

Enterprise zones

7% 13

California and Washington markets

7% 14

6

Growing national and international economies

5% 10

2

Growing trade between US and Asia

4% 8

4

Access to available capital

4% 8

Growing national and international economies

4% 7

Increasing higher education enrollment

3% 5

12

‘Lay-down’ areas for multi-modal freight transfers

3% 5

15

Other (please explain)

1% 2

3
13

14
5

191
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The following describe additional district-wide opportunities. Mark all that still describe district-wide opportunities. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

Q18_15_TEXT - Other (please explain)
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Other (please explain)

access to growing workforce populations

Small business development/entrepreneurship

Q19 - (Optional) What additional district-wide opportunities exist in the CWEDD region
that are not listed above? Please describe.

(Optional) What additional district-wide opportunities exist in the CWEDD r...

Multi-jurisdictional partnerships and relationships

Relatively cheap real estate market (compared to WA and CA) that will likely result in signiﬁcant population growth as people leave big cities
because of the pandemic. (Of course, this is a weakness as far as aﬀordable housing for our own residents is concerned.)

Myriad Blue Economy segment opportunities.

Q21 - The following disaster events describe potential threats. Mark all that still describe
potential threats.

Catastrophic natural
hazards (e.g.
Cascadia subduction
zone earthquake and
tsunami)

93%

Long-term impacts
from climate change

87%

Chronic natural
hazards (e.g.
ﬂoods, winter
storms, wildﬁres,
landslides, etc.)

83%

Other (please
explain)

33%
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90%

100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

2

Catastrophic natural hazards (e.g. Cascadia subduction zone earthquake and tsunami)

31% 28

3

Long-term impacts from climate change

29% 26

1

Chronic natural hazards (e.g. ﬂoods, winter storms, wildﬁres, landslides, etc.)

28% 25

4

Other (please explain)

11% 10
89
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The following disaster events describe potential threats. Mark all that still describe potential threats. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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health ability
available
potential public
recover
supply
term
downturn

pandemic
ongoing
land
risk global
farm
quality water oregon
supplies food
longimpact
damage

Q21_4_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Ongoing pandemic

Pandemic.

Risk to our food supply and availability of quality farm land. Potential damage to our water supplies.

um... Pandemics?

long term impact of pandemic and Oregon's ability to recover from the downturn

Global public health pandemic

ongoing pandemic

Pandemics

Pandemics

pandemics (obviously)

Q22 - The following aspects of coordination describe potential threats. Mark all that still
describe potential threats.

Shift from resource
nd manufacturing to
service-based
economy

67%

Lost economic
development
opportunities (due
to lack of
collaboration)

63%

Duplication of
eﬀorts

63%

Competition from
other metro areas

57%

Jurisdictional
competition within
the region

47%

Other (please
explain)

13%
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Choice
Count

#

Field

5

Shift from resource and manufacturing to service-based economy

22% 20

2

Lost economic development opportunities (due to lack of collaboration)

20% 19

3

Duplication of eﬀorts

20% 19

4

Competition from other metro areas

18% 17

1

Jurisdictional competition within the region

15% 14

6

Other (please explain)

4% 4
93
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The following aspects of coordination describe potential threats. Mark all that still describe potential threats. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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Q22_6_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Over reliance on tech industry for economic stability. Unfriendly regulatory environment for manufacturing from the State.

Some groups attempting to be the main "leader" and via for political power instead of working collaboratively towards a shared and common
goal(s).

Competition for same pots of funding; egosystem instead of ecosystem

Lack of full broadband access

Q23 - The following aspects of taxes pose a potential threat. Mark all that still describe
potential threats.

Uncertain state tax
structure

79%

Decreasing gas tax
revenue

42%

ther (please explain)

38%
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#
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2

Uncertain state tax structure

50% 19

1

Decreasing gas tax revenue

26% 10

3

Other (please explain)

24% 9
38
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The following aspects of taxes pose a potential threat. Mark all that still describe potential threats. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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decimate
greatly pandemic
margin low shortfall industry
comparerural
increase
structure
business
reduce
kill
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long receipts environment
manufacture

income

high
tax
revenue
wa

Q23_3_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Increases in corporate income taxes.

Unfriendly industry tax environment

Greatly reduced revenues

to much reliance on the state income tax,with WA not having this tax.

Gross receipts tax will kill manufacturing businesses and rural businesses with low proﬁt margins but high gross revenue.

long term revenue shortfalls due to pandemic

Decimated state revenue, lost lottery dollars

unbalanced tax structure compared to CA & WA

high state income taxes

Q24 - The following describe general potential threats to the CWEDD region. Mark all
that still describe potential threats.

High housing costs
relative to wages

100%

Lack of aﬀordable
housing stock

90%

National/internationa
economic downturn

76%

Declining natural
resource availability

38%

Other (please
explain)

24%
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3

High housing costs relative to wages

31% 29

1

Lack of aﬀordable housing stock

27% 26

2

National/international economic downturn

23% 22

4

Declining natural resource availability

12% 11

5

Other (please explain)

7% 7
95
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The following describe general potential threats to the CWEDD region. Mark all that still describe potential threats. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1
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conditions
industrial
financially regulation business
lands
negative
area
ability
start
quality capital
wetland economy
coast
entry
impact
highly shift
suite mitigate
successful
politics
unsafe populate
service
level
divide oregon living costs
housing develop

growlack
workforce
region
industry

Q24_5_TEXT - Other (please explain)

Other (please explain)

Lack of workforce housing (on the coast)

regulations which negatively impact industry ability to be ﬁnancially successful in Oregon/Region

Shift to service industry economy.

Lack of capital for starting and growing businesses in the region. Lack of workforce (both quality entry-level and C-suite level)

Unsafe living conditions in highly populated areas

Political divides

Wetland mitigation growing costs for developing industrial lands

Q25 - (Optional) What additional potential threats exist in the CWEDD region that are not
listed above? Please describe.

(Optional) What additional potential threats exist in the CWEDD region that...

Impact of State government via liberal legislation and executive orders with continual negative impacts on businesses.

End of Report

Default Report
CWEDD CEDS 2020 - Actions Items
September 10, 2020 10:54 AM PDT

18 Total Responses;
Number of responses vary by question
(see "Count" for number of responses for
each question)

Q1 - What do you like about the current action plan and action item forms format (how
the action plan and action item forms are designed and displayed, not their content)?
Select all that apply or leave blank if none apply.

he format is easy for
me to follow

64%

High priority actions
are identiﬁed

64%

Each goal oﬀers
narrative context
explaining particular
onsiderations for that
goal

50%

Action item forms
provide speciﬁc
information that will
help implement the
actions

29%
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100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

2

The format is easy for me to follow

31% 9

3

High priority actions are identiﬁed

31% 9

4

Each goal oﬀers narrative context explaining particular considerations for that goal

24% 7

6

Action item forms provide speciﬁc information that will help implement the actions

14% 4
29
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What do you like about the current action plan and action item forms format (how the action plan and action item forms are designed and
displayed, not their content)? Select all that apply or leave blank if none apply.

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

14

Q2 - (Optional) Please provide any additional feedback about what you like about the
current format of the action plan in the 2015 CEDS.

(Optional) Please provide any additional feedback about what you like about...

To be honest, following development of the CEDS in 2015 I've not used the document at all. Because it didn't relate directly to the day to day
work, it wasn't a document I needed unless there was some tie to a grant opportunity. This is a clear indication to me that the document lacked
action, accountability and feedback loop mechanisms for the practitioners doing the work in the region.

I didn't highlight any as I think we need more speciﬁcity in our initiative and then add the missing elements in who is responsible, timeline and
metrics for success---all in a grid that will emphasize brevity and value engineering of direction

summary pages are helpful for quick reference when needed

Q3 - What do you dislike about the current action plan and action item forms format (how
the action plan and action item forms are designed and displayed, not their content)?
Select all that apply or leave blank if none apply.

The main action plan
tables (p. 15-20)
don’t identify a
timeframe or action
lead.

91%

The action plan
tables (p. 15-20)
seem
erwhelming/confusin
g at ﬁrst glance.

45%

he action item forms
(p. A-1 – A-32) seem
erwhelming/confusin
g at ﬁrst glance.

27%

The format is
diﬃcult for me to
follow

18%
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Choice
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#

Field

5

The main action plan tables (p. 15-20) don’t identify a timeframe or action lead.

50% 10

6

The action plan tables (p. 15-20) seem overwhelming/confusing at ﬁrst glance.

25% 5

7

The action item forms (p. A-1 – A-32) seem overwhelming/confusing at ﬁrst glance.

15% 3

4

The format is diﬃcult for me to follow

10% 2
20
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What do you dislike about the current action plan and action item forms format (how the action plan and action item forms are designed and
displayed, not their content)? Select all that apply or leave blank if none apply.

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

11

Q4 - (Optional) Please provide any additional feedback about what you dislike about the
current format of the action plan in the 2015 CEDS.

(Optional) Please provide any additional feedback about what you dislike ab...

The CEDS is well organized and well written. Good job!

I asked a CEO of a very large business to review the document. His response was negative because he "didn't see any measurables". And I was
unable to get a local economic development organization to consider linking a new strategy to this document due to "lack of credibility".

I think the next iteration of the document needs to be simple, actionable, provide accountability (who, what, where, when), and built in
reporting.

The individuals/groups responsible for implementing these actions/strategies are not identiﬁed, in addition to the timelines/deadlines not being
shown. There is a lack of accountability for who does what, and who the key partners to implement a goal are.

Q5 - Of the three examples of other CEDS action plans we shared, which one did you
like the most? Click to view plans if you need a refresher: Eastern Upper Peninsula,
Michigan Mid-Region, New Mexico Southeast Alaska

Mid-Region, New
Mexico

50%

Southeast Alaska

33%

Eastern Upper
Peninsula, Michigan

17%
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Choice
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#

Field

5

Mid-Region, New Mexico

50% 6

6

Southeast Alaska

33% 4

4

Eastern Upper Peninsula, Michigan

17% 2
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Q6 - What did you like about this action plan?

What did you like about this action plan?

A "key individual" was assigned to lead with state government support. This causes me to realize we don't have a champion to lead the eﬀort one who has built credibility with county and city governments. I reference this because of my experience discussing CEDS with a number of
those agencies.

I prefer the look/format of both New Mexico and Alaska. Less text, more bullet points/spreadsheet format that allows for a streamlined
approach that is easily understood and implemented.

I don't know enough to make a valid comparison, but I do know that the UP is experiencing a vibrant resurgence, which may be partially
attributable to this eﬀort.

I liked the idea of having separate approaches/plans for the same action items but for rural vs urban

Easy to read. However, the Southeast Alaska one seems to have more data showing interesting and useful trends, the graphs were especially
nice. I suggest a combination of these two.

Urban rural treated diﬀerently

I don't care for content/text over a grid, but the right elements of who, when and how we measure progress are in the Alaska format

I was intrigued by the separation of urban and rural - not for all things, but perhaps a realization that some projects need diﬀerent paths forward
to success based on population, geography, etc.

Q7 - How would you assess the scale and scope of the 2015 CEDS action plan?

It was overly
ambitious

43%

It was about right

57%

It was not ambitious
enough
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Choice
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#

Field

1

It was overly ambitious

43% 6

2

It was about right

57% 8

3

It was not ambitious enough

0% 0
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Q8 - Who do you think should be responsible for implementing the CEDS action plan?
Check all that apply.

onomic development
practitioners in the
region

73%

CWEDD staﬀ

67%

EDD Board members

40%

Other:

33%
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100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

3

Economic development practitioners in the region

34% 11

1

CWEDD staﬀ

31% 10

2

CWEDD Board members

19% 6

4

Other:

16% 5
32
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Who do you think should be responsible for implementing the CEDS action plan? Check all that apply. - Selected Choice

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

Q8_4_TEXT - Other:

Other:

A third party with economic incentive

It's a collaborative eﬀort. Practioners are doing the work. CWEDD board and staﬀ need to provide support and connection to the work and the
strategy

15

Other:

Regional partners that the plan includes

I think there needs to be a lead coordinator, but local EDOs should handle the boos on the ground work

a CEDS is more than just the basic deﬁnition of economic development work, it is also a guiding document which encompasses community
infrastructure priorities and values. Local elected bodies need to have a sense of value of this document and ownership around using it

Q12 - Would you personally be willing to help implement the CEDS action plan?

Yes

57%

No

It Depends

43%
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1

Yes

57% 8

2

No

0% 0

3

It Depends

43% 6
14
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Q14 - What factors would it depend on?

What factors would it depend on?

If we can work to gain credibility as mentioned above. I have already engaged in conversations that haven't gone well. As I have stated before, I
believe that to gain credibility we need to engage others in the process. (Maybe the issue is only in my county?) But, have we determined why
little or no progress has been made in the past ﬁve years? If we can't answer and resolve the issues related, we might as well plan on the same
results.

Funding, achievable goals

having speciﬁc goals ID'd

It depends on the scope of Goals 3. The term entrepreneurship can be deﬁned both broadly and narrowly. The description appears to
aknowledge a broad deﬁnition, but the action steps are pointed toward the narrower. My work allows me to support a broader eﬀort, but the
action steps would need to reﬂect that.

Time commitment required

Funding

Q12 - What best describes your current position? (Select all that apply)

Staﬀ – City

25%

Staﬀ – Nonproﬁt or
other
non-governmental
organization

25%

Elected oﬃcial –
City

19%

Other:

13%

Elected oﬃcial –
County

6%

Staﬀ – State Agency

6%

Staﬀ – County

6%

Elected oﬃcial –
Federal

Elected oﬃcial –
State

Elected oﬃcial –
Special District

Staﬀ – Federal
Agency

Staﬀ – Special
District

Business
owner/operator
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Choice
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#
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9

Staﬀ – City

25% 4

Staﬀ – Nonproﬁt or other non-governmental organization

25% 4

Elected oﬃcial – City

19% 3

Other:

13% 2

11
4
13
3

Elected oﬃcial – County

6% 1

#

Field

Choice
Count

7

Staﬀ – State Agency

6% 1

8

Staﬀ – County

6% 1

1

Elected oﬃcial – Federal

0% 0

2

Elected oﬃcial – State

0% 0

5

Elected oﬃcial – Special District

0% 0

6

Staﬀ – Federal Agency

0% 0

10

Staﬀ – Special District

0% 0

12

Business owner/operator

0% 0
16

Showing rows 1 - 14 of 14

Q12_13_TEXT - Other:

Other:

COG

OCWCOG

Q13 - What is your relationship to CWEDD?

Interested party with
no formal aﬃliation
to CWEDD

40%

Board Member

27%

CWEDD Staﬀ

20%

Other:

13%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Choice
Count

#

Field

3

Interested party with no formal aﬃliation to CWEDD

40% 6

1

Board Member

27% 4

2

CWEDD Staﬀ

20% 3

4

Other:

13% 2
15

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Q13_4_TEXT - Other:

Other:

county-wide economic developer in the region

City Representative within CWEDD region and covered by CEDS doc

End of Report

September 17, 2020
To
From
SUBJECT

CWEDD CEDS Update Committee
University of Oregon Institute for Policy Research & Engagement (IPRE) Team
ACTION FRAMEWORK UPDATE FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS

FINDINGS
The following describes the feedback the UO IPRE team has received on the action framework to date.
This includes findings from CEDS Update Meetings, feedback from CWEDD staff, and feedback provided in
CEDS Update questionnaires.
•

•

•

•

CEDS actions were not completed. Zero of the 30 actions listed in the 2015 CEDS were
completed. Of the 30 actions, three are in progress, three have stalled, and 24 were never
started. Of the 21 resilience strategies proposed in the Resilience Appendix, one was started and
20 were not started on a regional level.
The CEDS is our region's primary source of a collective economic vision. Despite the lack of
progress on specific actions since 2015, economic development practitioners and elected officials
recognize the CEDS as an important guiding vision for the CWEDD region. While recent events like
the COVID-19 Pandemic and wildfire destruction have highlighted vulnerabilities in the CWEDD
region that may require new strategies in the CEDS, the primary goals identified in 2015 remain
relevant today.
Flexible guiding strategies are more useful than specific, prescriptive actions. Local and regional
economic development practitioners are the primary users of the CEDS and use the document
primarily when discussing or seeking federal funding. Economic development practitioners are
typically familiar with the goals in the CEDS, but rarely interact with the document. While the
high-level goals, objectives, and strategies in the 2015 CEDS provide useful vision for the region,
the specific actions listed in the 2015 CEDS were mostly ignored. The level of specificity of many
CEDS actions was not particularly useful to local and regional economic development
practitioners since specific projects flow from their elected officials’ priorities, not the CEDS.
Unless there is pre-existing momentum around specific actions or a clear leader who can rally
buy-in and momentum, it is unrealistic to think that specific CEDS actions will be accomplished in
the next five years. It therefore might be more useful to revise the CEDS to emphasize flexible
guiding strategies that can be easily adapted by local and regional economic development
practitioners to meet the specific needs of their communities. Where possible, the CEDS should
also highlight opportunities for regional collaboration.
Attach metrics to goals/strategies to allow for clear evaluation of progress. Rather than
measuring progress on the CEDS by actions completed, it may be more productive to attach clear
metrics to goals and strategies included in the document. Metrics create a clear target but do not
prescribe how to reach that target. This allows flexibility to local and regional economic
development practitioners to implement projects appropriate to their contexts, while still
working towards the targets identified in the CEDS.

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND ENGAGEMENT
1209 University of Oregon | Eugene, Oregon 97403 | T: 541.346.3889 | F: 541.346.2040
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•

The current CEDS Strategic Action Plan and Action Item Forms are cumbersome. The Strategic
Action Plan includes some unnecessary redundancies between objectives, strategies, and actions.
The main action plan also doesn’t identify leads for actions, making it difficult to quickly
understand roles and responsibilities. Simplifying and clarifying the action plan through updated
formatting may increase usability. Specific formatting feedback includes:
o Clearly assign roles and responsibilities to strategies/actions
o Attach timeframes to strategies
o Create an action plan format that is visually attractive and easy to interpret

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on feedback, the IPRE team suggests the following changes to the action framework of the CEDS.
Some of these factors will be incorporated into the Strategic Action Plan chapter of the CEDS and others
will be used within an updated executive summary.
Goals
•
•
•

Simplify goal statements into broad topic areas
Include an additional goal focused on resilience (so that the strategies proposed in the Resilience
Appendix are incorporated into the main action plan)
Update the information included under each goal in the Strategic Action Plan chapter to include:
o How the goal supports economic resilience
o How the goal supports equity and inclusion
o Opportunities for regional collaboration
o Desired outcomes, metrics, or targets for the goal

Strategies
•
•

Merge the objective, strategy, and action statements into a concise strategy statement that can
guide regional goals and be applicable to different localities within the region
Include specific suggestions for how to accomplish the strategies, but do not frame these
suggestions as required actions, merely ideas that can be adapted to meet the region’s needs

General Formatting
•
•

Incorporate call-out boxes to draw attention to important elements or quick references
Incorporate a Gannt style chart as a timeline, including important milestones

CWEDD CEDS Action Framework Update

September 2020
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EXAMPLE REVISION OF GOAL 2
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Goal 2: Branding & Business Development
Local and regional businesses are the primary contributors to employment and economic activity. In
order to thrive, the region must both support and retain existing businesses and industries. In addition,
the region must be prepared to take strategic advantage of new opportunities that have regional
economic significance or impact. By creating a culture of entrepreneurship, community members will
seek out opportunities to improve their skills, access existing job opportunities, or start their own
businesses.

Key Partners

Targets

[List primary players who
will help implement
strategies]

[List desired outcomes/metrics for this goal]

Strategies
What will guide
regional economic
development?

Branding
Develop internal (within Cascades West Region) and external branding and
marketing plan.
Align tourism promotion with regional marketing strategy.
Business Development
Support the development of existing and new business.
Adopt a business development strategy for businesses in target clusters.
Encourage businesses to develop, test and implement continuity of operations
plans.

Regional
Collaboration
Opportunities for
regional collaboration

Resilience
How will these
strategies build
regional resilience?

Equity & Inclusion
How will these
strategies build a
more equitable and
inclusive region?

Coalesce efforts around the following industry sections: software/technology, food
and beverage, education technology/research, advanced manufacturing, valueadded forest products, university-related spinoffs, health, marine, agriculture,
bioscience, and natural textiles

Diversification of industries – encouraging new business growth, particularly growth
into new sectors, will help the region weather shocks by ensuring the region does
not have “all of its eggs in one basket”
Pre-disaster planning for response & continuity – encouraging and supporting the
development of continuity of operations plans for businesses will better prepare
businesses to withstand shocks
Focus support on women- and Black, Indigenous, and People of Color-owned
businesses – developing specific programs to support these traditionally
disenfranchised groups will build a more equitable demographic distribution in
business ownership

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 2015-2020
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Implementation
Ideas

Branding
Convene a group of economic developers from across the region to develop the
branding and marketing plan

How can the
strategies be
implemented?

Develop branding materials to share with County and City economic development
department that can be easily incorporated into their marketing efforts
Business Development
Create and promote a database of incubators, accelerators, capital sources and
support services available in the region
Establish a network of local and regional navigators to help entrepreneurs through
permitting and other processes
Increase the availability of educational opportunities to regional businesses
interested in international trade on the advantages of exporting their goods and
services
Work with Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs) to develop low-effort
business continuity of operations planning resources
Incentivize investments in business resilience for businesses that have business
continuity plans (e.g. reduce business license fees; 1% reduction in property taxes
(or other tax) for businesses that have an employee preparedness training program;
expedite plan review for hazard retrofit/mitigation projects)
Develop programs specifically targeted to support women- and Black, Indigenous,
and People of Color-owned businesses

Timeline
Goal 2: Branding & Business Development

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Target 1
Target 2
Target 3
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Cascades West Economic Development District

Survey Results
CWEDD CEDS 2020 - Actions Items Round 2
December 16, 2020 1:48 PM PST

Q1 - Do you have any additional feedback that has not been captured within Action
Framework Findings & Recommendations memo? (Leave blank if you have no feedback.)

Do you have any additional feedback that has not been captured within Actio...

Very good overview - but I'd also like to see some way to address/include references or connections to more local planning eﬀorts (closer to boos on
the ground)

The organizations and individuals responsible for the metrics/goals need to be clearly speciﬁed.

Considering the lack of progress to date, do we need to go back the core purposes being networking and access to federal funding? So much of our
eﬀort is focused on creating an economic development framework, which can come across as an attempt to create a regional economic development
organization that drives the direction of existing economic development organizations. That isn't networking. This comes across as driving direction
into those organizations. Is this a factor in why participation is ﬂoundering, even by those who were engaged in developing the strategy? I believe
our next step ought to be focusing on why we haven't gotten traction and work to address those factors. As a side note, CWCOG agreed a couple
years ago that we didn't support a single regional economic development organization. But networking of existing organizations across the four
counties, in my view, makes a lot of sense.

I apologize in advance if my tone appears to be harsh. The conclusion that the CEDS should not incorporate action items runs completely contrary
to my interpretation of, and interest in, the eﬀort. This statement from "Findings" was eye-opening: " Local and regional economic development
practitioners are the primary users of the CEDS and use the document primarily when discussing or seeking federal funding." In this frame of
reference, the CEDS is not an Economic Development Strategy, but rather a multi-faceted vision statement. As described, it is published in the hope
that municipalities' own eﬀorts will align. It cannot be expected to foster change without a more intentional framework. I would likely not be able to
devote eﬀort to the CEDS as described here, unless my work is already ticking one or more of the boxes.

Q23 - Are there other categories or factors you would like to see included under each
goal?

2

2

Yes

No

Q24 - What other categories or factors would you include under each goal?

What other categories or factors would you include under each goal?

Some sort of sense of scale/cost to hit the goal - I'm not talking about a budget or anything, but some sense of what type and level of the various
capitals are needed (monetary, time, political, expertise, etc.)

A "why" section, the reasoning and data supporting why each goal has been chosen and should be supported by the key organizations working to
obtain it.

Q26 - Strategies

Strategies

Branding can leave out many individual entrepenuers and can be non-intenionally exclusive, Taking a lot of time to develop and leaving less
opportunity for inclussive.

The example doesn't really talk about strategies, it talks about action items or things to do...

Q28 - Key Partners

Key Partners

Change from "Key Partners" to "Responsible Organizations".

Q6 - Regional Collaboration

Regional Collaboration

Regional Collaboration makes sense as a category, but then the key players participating and collaborating need to be identiﬁed. What is in this
section seems more like a strategy.

Q8 - Equity and Inclusion

Equity and Inclusion

Open critical communications with programs that attempt to disrupt public responsibilities from aiding disinfranchised groups.

Q22 - Timeline

Timeline

Perhaps just a simple "deliverables" and the due date (e.g. Q4 2022) for that deliverable, along with the responsible organization would be better...

Q13 - What is your relationship to CWEDD?
#

Field

Choice
Count

1

Board Member

50% 2

2

CWEDD Staﬀ

3

Interested party with no formal aﬃliation to CWEDD

4

Other:

0% 0
50% 2
0% 0
4

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Q12 - What best describes your current position? (Select all that apply)
Choice
Count

#

Field

1

Elected oﬃcial – Federal

0% 0

2

Elected oﬃcial – State

0% 0

3

Elected oﬃcial – County

0% 0

4

Elected oﬃcial – City

5

Elected oﬃcial – Special District

0% 0

6

Staﬀ – Federal Agency

0% 0

7

Staﬀ – State Agency

0% 0

8

Staﬀ – County

0% 0

9

Staﬀ – City

0% 0

10

Staﬀ – Special District

0% 0

11

Staﬀ – Nonproﬁt or other non-governmental organization

12

Business owner/operator

13

Other:

50% 2

25% 1
0% 0
25% 1
4

Showing rows 1 - 14 of 14

Q12_13_TEXT - Other:

Other:

Economic Developer for Lincoln County

End of Report

Date: 10/21/20
To
From
SUBJECT

CWEDD Board, Staff, and Interested Parties
Aniko Drlik-Muehleck and Melissa Graciosa, Institute for Policy Research & Engagement
OCTOBER 2020 MEETING SUMMARY – IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURE

OVERVIEW
On October 15th, 2020, 20 members of the Cascades West Economic Development District (CWEDD) met
to discuss updates to the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS). The October meeting
focused on creating updates to the Implementation Structure. A team from the University of Oregon’s
Institute for Policy Research & Engagement (IPRE) facilitated the meeting. This was the third of the
CWEDD CEDS update meetings.

Meeting Goals & Activities
The meeting had two main goals:
•
•

Develop a shared understanding of how the CEDS is currently used to help inform an
implementation structure that will better meet the needs and capacity of CWEDD and its
economic development partners
Brainstorm modifications to the CEDS Implementation Structure

To begin, the IPRE team reviewed the CEDS update project timeline. The IPRE team has begun to make
updates to the SWOT and Action Plan chapters based on findings from the CEDS update meetings and
data collected through surveys. A full draft of the CEDS is expected in December. Nick Meltzer, from
Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments (OCWCOG) made an additional project announcement
that potential changes to the vision and goal statements of the 2020 CEDS will be discussed at the next
CWEDD board meeting.
Before diving into discussion about how the CEDS will be used in this next update cycle, the IPRE team
reviewed responses to the Action Plan survey that was sent out September 17th, 2020. Next, an IPRE team
member presented an overview of the CEDS purpose as described the Economic Development
Administration. The meeting was then split into two groups for small group discussions; one group
consisted of practitioners and the other was made up of elected officials and staff. Groups discussed how
they interact and use the CEDS currently, how they would like to use the CEDS in the next 5 years and
additional support and services needed to do so. Small groups returned to the main session to share
insights from their break-out rooms.
Next, an IPRE team member reviewed the implementation structure as it is outlined in the 2015-2020
CEDS and shared initial findings from the October survey. IPRE team members facilitated two small group
brainstorms on potential changes to the implementation structure focused on ways of supporting
regional collaboration, accountability, and leveraging existing capacity. The meeting concluded with small
groups returning to the main session and sharing key takeaways from their discussions.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
The following sections of this memo summarize the discussion around CEDS use and ideas generated
around implementation structure. Note that IPRE will summarize and share responses to the completed
October survey prior to the November CEDS Update Meeting, but those responses are not included here
since the survey will remain open through the end of October.

CEDS Use
Meeting attendees considered the use and purpose of the CEDS document as outlined by the EDA and
compared its intended use to how it has been applied in the CWEDD region. In small groups, meeting
attendees discussed the following prompts:
•
•
•

How do you currently use the CEDS?
How do you want to use the CEDS in the next five years?
What support or services will you need in order to accomplish using the CEDS?

Overall, most meeting attendees affirmed that the CEDS is not a central document in their work within
economic development. However, there is still energy around this update cycle with a strong desire to
use the CEDS to support work that is already being done by practitioners, strengthen regional
collaboration, and serve as a reference for aligning other economic development plans.

Current Use
•
•
•
•
•

Prior to this update process, many meeting attendees did not know about or interact with the
CEDS.
Those who have been part of update cycles in the past noted that the CEDS is required by the
EDA.
Those familiar with the CEDS have not used it or been equipped with the tools/capacity to use it.
The CEDS centralizes useful background information about the region for research purposes.
A lot of the work that is outlined in the 2015-2020 CEDS document has been carried out by
practitioners but has not been driven or aligned with the CEDS itself.

Future Use
•
•
•
•

Meeting attendees want to be able to use the CEDS to stimulate and support regional
collaboration efforts and increase access to federal funds.
Local jurisdictions can use the CEDS during the development of their own strategic economic
development plans in order to align their goals with broader regional goals, as appropriate.
Practitioners discussed using the CEDS as a resource for presenting economic development
priorities to different jurisdictional bodies.
The CEDS should support the work that is currently being done by practitioners and create
awareness of current economic development efforts.

Support and Services Needed
•
•

Implementation of the CEDS will be supported by a plan that is clear, easy to use, and accessible.
Meeting attendees agreed that increased awareness of the CEDS would support its use. Several
ideas to increase awareness were posed to the group including increased web presence, targeted
outreach, or a two-page explanation of what the CEDS is and how it can be applied.

CWEDD CEDS Update October Meeting Summary
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•
•
•

There is a need for a space, such as a webpage or platform, to share the work that is being done,
what services are offered, or announcing existing needs.
Additional resources for collaborative grant writing could support regional collaboration and
avoid competition or duplicated efforts.
Increased CWEDD staff and/or capacity could better support CEDS implementation.

Implementation Structure
Meeting attendees were asked to consider updates or changes to the implementation structure of the
CEDS to improve regional collaboration, accountability, and leverage existing capacity. In small groups,
meeting attendees discussed the following prompts:
•
•
•
•
•

Should the working groups be organized by topic, geography, or other?
Are these the correct topics? (Regional Economic Development Practitioners, Entrepreneurship
and Innovation, Workforce Development, Rural Development) What needs to be added? Taken
away?
Who should be on these working groups? (# of people, representation across elected officials,
practitioners, and business leaders)
Who is responsible for convening these groups and creating accountability?
What structure will support communication between the CWEDD board and working groups and
ultimately the implementation of the CEDS?

Overall, meeting attendees identified that the obstacles to regional collaboration double as the obstacles
to CEDS implementation. Though there was no strong conclusion at the end of this brainstorm, there was
a clearly identified need for leadership that can act to convene and coordinate the working groups of the
CEDS.

Working Group Organization
•
•
•
•

Meeting attendees liked the idea of maintaining the working groups by topic, however working
by geography has been the default.
Topical groups offer practitioners, who are often focused within their geographies, the
opportunity to contribute their local knowledge to support regional collaboration.
Meeting attendees noted suggestions for how to support working groups and keep them
accountable for meeting. These suggestions included support from OCWCOG, LCOG, CWEDD, or
other economic development groups such as RAIN.
Meeting attendees identified that CEDS implementation would be more successful if there was a
clearly identified convening body that had the appropriate capacity for outreach and regional
coordination.

NEXT STEPS
The IPRE team will use the input from this meeting, from the survey, and from CWEDD staff to begin
drafting updates to the implementation structure. The next meeting on Thursday, Nov, 19th 2020 from 910:30 am will primarily address updates to the CEDS implementation structure and metrics.
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LIST OF MEETING ATTENDEES
For a full roster of meeting attendees with affiliations and contact information, visit
http://www.ocwcog.org/economic-development/cascades-west-economic-development-district/ceds/
Attendees
Alysia Rodgers

Jerry Sorte

Matt Michael

Judy Richter

Mary Walston

Heather DeSart

Cindy Perry

Ed Dreistadt

Paul Shuytema

Chris Workman

Melissa Murphy

John Pascone

Corey Wright

Jerry Sorte

Pat Malone

Jim Lepin

CWEDD Staff
Justin Peterson
Mike Corwin
Nick Meltzer
Ryan Vogt

IPRE Staff
Aniko Drlik-Muehleck
Claire Schechtman
Josh Bruce
Melissa Graciosa
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Date: 11/24/20
To
From
SUBJECT

CWEDD Board, Staff, and Interested Parties
Aniko Drlik-Muehleck and Melissa Graciosa, Institute for Policy Research & Engagement
NOVEMBER 2020 MEETING SUMMARY – PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

OVERVIEW
On November 19th, 2020, 19 members of the Cascades West Economic Development District (CWEDD)
met to discuss updates to the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS). The November
meeting focused on measuring performance and evaluation of the CEDS through a discussion on
appropriate metrics. A team from the University of Oregon’s Institute for Policy Research & Engagement
(IPRE) facilitated the meeting. This was the final CWEDD CEDS update meeting.

Meeting Goals & Activities
The meeting had two main goals:
•
•

Review the CEDS update timeline
Brainstorm metrics that can be used to measure the performance and success of the CEDS as a
regional strategy

To begin, the IPRE team reviewed the CEDS update timeline. The IPRE team has completed drafts of the
SWOT, the Strategic Priority Areas, and has begun to make updates to the Implementation chapter based
on findings from previous CEDS update meetings and data collected through surveys. A full draft of the
CEDS is still on track to be completed in December.
To prime the discussion about success metrics, the IPRE team revisited survey responses from the kick-off
meeting in July pertaining to the following:
•
•

What makes a successful CEDS?
What should be a part of this CEDS update cycle?

Next, meeting participants were asked to discuss what successful outcomes of the CEDS look like. An IPRE
team member presented sample metrics to provide examples to support discussion. The meeting was
split into smaller groups for break-out room discussions. Groups were divided based on strategic priority
areas and included the following three groups:
1. Collaboration and partnerships
2. Infrastructure Resilience and Rural Vitality
3. Workforce support and Sector Diversification through Business Support
Groups discussed what the region could look like in five years in order to identify ways that success could
be measured. The meeting concluded with small groups returning to the main session and sharing key
takeaways from their discussions.
1209 University of Oregon | Eugene, Oregon 97403 | T: 541.346.3889 | F: 541.346.2040
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
The following sections of this memo summarize the discussion around successful outcomes of the CEDS
and specific ideas generated around metrics. Note that IPRE also received one response to the
questionnaire about success metrics posted prior to the November CEDS update meeting. The
questionnaire responses will be included as part of the draft CEDS document in December.

What do successful outcomes look like?
Meeting attendees discussed the following prompts in small groups:
•
•

What would successful outcomes look like?
Where do we want to be in five years?

Meeting attendees affirmed the importance of regional collaboration and partnerships as a desired
outcome throughout all of the strategic priority areas. Meeting attendees highlighted the importance of
tracking throughout the implementation process, including using the occurrence of meetings as a
means of tracking progress. Other attendees supported this claim by expressing the need to create
both qualitative and quantitative metrics, noting that it is difficult to measure relationship-building, but
it is those collaborations that are essential to successful outcomes of this CEDS update. Overall, the
group highlighted the need to have a baseline understanding of who is within the economic
development network and clearly defining communication channels in order to support future
collaboration efforts.
The following sections summarize the desired outcomes discussed within smaller groups.

Collaboration and Partnerships
CWEDD would provide the capacity to facilitate regional collaboration and partnerships. Meeting
attendees agreed that CWEDD’s role as a regional convener should create opportunities and
spaces for regional partners to interact and to facilitate regional conversations on the strategic
priority areas. These opportunities should include CEDS implementation meetings, updates
between these quarterly or semi-annual meetings, and centralizing access to opportunities and
resources through the CWEDD webpage.
Increased access to regional funds would be a successful outcome of this CEDS cycle. Meeting
attendees discussed potential additions to CWEDD’s role as a regional entity to align the efforts
of local economic development partners in seeking funding. Seeking funding opportunities for
multiple jurisdictions at once can increase access and streamline efforts, as opposed to individual
jurisdictions or localities all seeking their own funds and creating competition within the region or
unnecessarily duplicating efforts.
Increased communication would support cross-sector or cross-department collaborations.
Attendees described the need for strengthening communications coming from CWEDD as well as
communication that happens within economic development organizations and agencies. For
example, increased communication between economic development and transportation sectors
or departments can lead to seeking funding and opportunities that benefit both. Increased
communication can also support sharing resources or identifying needs amongst economic
development partners. Sharing resources or program details can allow other jurisdictions to
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duplicate successful initiatives without spending capacity reinventing what already exists,
especially jurisdictions that are smaller or more rural.
Alignment of local economic development plans with the CEDS would support continuing
collaboration. Individual jurisdictions can use the CEDS to align their local economic development
plans with regional strategic priority areas. Alignment of local and regional documents should
come from both directions; the CEDS should reflect broader regional strategies for economic
development, while local plans should provide the detail of their local priorities and apply
regional strategies when appropriate. Alignment of regional and local plans will continue to lay
the foundation for collaboration at multiple levels.

Workforce and Business Support
Increased resilience within existing economic development programs and industry sectors, as
well as sector diversification, should be an outcome of this CEDS cycle. Meeting attendees
discussed business support as the balance between strengthening existing sectors and growing
new sectors. Increasing the resilience of existing programs and sectors may promote innovation
of new industries, and ultimately lead to increased sector diversification.
Growing and promoting talent retention within the region can be supported by collaborations
between economic development and education fields. Meeting participants discussed crosssector collaborations with educational institutions as a means of providing pathways for youth to
access meaningful economic opportunities. Some channels exist for college-level students but
growing connections with K-12 institutions can prevent regional brain drain.
Successful outreach to the workforce will include promoting meaningful economic opportunities
to young families. Promoting the in-migration of young families into the region can increase
available workforce as well as develop young children in the workforce pipeline. Additionally,
emphasizing the region’s livability factors can act as an outreach strategy.

Rural Vitality
Increased coverage and speed of broadband in rural communities is a desired outcome of this
CEDS cycle. Throughout the CEDS update process, meeting participants have discussed the need
to improve broadband access. Focusing on metrics of coverage and speed can track progress of
broadband development both rurally and across the entire region. The information provided by
Speed Up America can help with metric tracking over the next five years.
A baseline understanding of existing transportation access can support further development of
connections between and within rural communities. Access to transportation can be a hurdle for
rural residents trying to access essential services or economic opportunities. Meeting participants
discussed the need to understand the current conditions in order to identify where regional
connections should be improved.

Infrastructure Resilience
Infrastructure resilience was not discussed in great detail during small group discussions. The
small group discussion touched on the need to develop affordable housing and broadband.
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NEXT STEPS
The IPRE team will use the input from this meeting, from the success measures questionnaire, and from
CWEDD staff to begin drafting updates to the performance and evaluation chapter of the CEDS. This was
the final CEDS update meeting. A draft of the complete document will be posted for public review in midDecember.
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LIST OF MEETING ATTENDEES
For a full roster of meeting attendees with affiliations and contact information, visit
http://www.ocwcog.org/economic-development/cascades-west-economic-development-district/ceds/
Attendees
Biff Traber

Jim Lepin

Paul Shuytema

Kelly Hart

Jerry Sorte

Greg Irvin

Matt Michael

Jodi Mescher

Courtney Griesel

Heather DeSart

Melissa Murphy

Austin Ramirez

Alysia Rodgers

Seth Sherry

Charlie Michell

Corey Wright

Judy Richter

Cindy Perry

Sean McGuire

CWEDD Staff
Justin Peterson
Mike Corwin
Brenda Wilson
Ryan Vogt

IPRE Staff
Aniko Drlik-Muehleck
Claire Schechtman
Melissa Graciosa
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Q2 - Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic
Priority Area of Regional Collaboration & Partnerships. You can provide specific metrics or
just generally describe what success would look like in this area. E.g. More projects
initiated that span multiple jurisdictions; stronger relationships between economic
development organizations in all four counties

Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic...

Number of meetings per year, cities/counties/industries represented at meetings, newsletters published each year, working groups established each
year

Q21 - Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic
Priority Area of Sector Diversification through Business Development. You can provide
specific metrics or just generally describe what success would look like in this area. E.g.
Stronger connections between incubators/accelerators and SBDCs; CWEDD's website
becomes a known and used information hub

Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic...

Resource list established, attendees at board/staﬀ meetings throughout the year, metrics from our local partners that feed up to a regional beneﬁt.

Q23 - Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic
Priority Area of Infrastructure Resilience. You can provide specific metrics or just generally
describe what success would look like in this area. E.g. More regional projects initiated to
retrofit aging infrastructure; CWEDD supports grant writing for five different projects

Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic...

a list of projects should be established ﬁrst, and how they support the diﬀerent activities of economic development. after a list, possible funding
sources, and after that, some coordination/collaboration on grant writing. m

Q26 - Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic
Priority Area of Workforce Support. You can provide specific metrics or just generally
describe what success would look like in this area. E.g. Higher ed better understands the
skills local businesses need from their future employees

Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic...

housing and transportation costs should be included in here somewhere. maybe also supporting housing eﬀorts in general somehow?

Q27 - Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic
Priority Area of Rural Vitality. You can provide specific metrics or just generally describe
what success would look like in this area. E.g. Rural residents have better access to
telehealth services; stronger relationships between rural schools/ESDs and economic
developers

Share any ideas you have for how CWEDD can measure success in the Strategic...

Oﬀering support for core services to local communities (technical assistance in transportation, land use, housing) so that they can accommodate and
welcome the growth. Broadband should probably be in there. increased transportation coordination? Maybe even increased transit?

Q12 - What best describes your current position? (Select all that apply)
#

11

Choice
Count

Field

Staﬀ – Nonproﬁt or other non-governmental organization

100% 1

1

Elected oﬃcial – Federal

0% 0

2

Elected oﬃcial – State

0% 0

3

Elected oﬃcial – County

0% 0

4

Elected oﬃcial – City

0% 0

5

Elected oﬃcial – Special District

0% 0

6

Staﬀ – Federal Agency

0% 0

7

Staﬀ – State Agency

0% 0

8

Staﬀ – County

0% 0

9

Staﬀ – City

0% 0

10

Staﬀ – Special District

0% 0

12

Business owner/operator

0% 0

13

Other:

0% 0
1

Showing rows 1 - 14 of 14

Q13 - What is your relationship to CWEDD?
Choice
Count

#

Field

2

CWEDD Staﬀ

1

Board Member

0% 0

3

Interested party with no formal aﬃliation to CWEDD

0% 0

4

Other:

0% 0

100% 1

1

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

End of Report

Appendix B: Community Profile
This appendix links to three data appendices from the 2015 CEDS:
•
•
•

Appendix C: Socioeconomic Profile – Information about CWEDD’s demographics and economic
sectors
Appendix D: Community Resources – Information about funding, government regulations,
infrastructure, recreation, leisure, and historic assets, education assets, and health care assets.
Appendix E: Natural Resources – Information about the region’s land, water, and air.

All three Appendices can be accessed through via this link: http://www.ocwcog.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/CEDS_VolumeII_AppendixesFinal1.1.pdf
The data in these profiles has not been updated – all information presented is from 2015 or earlier.
During the 2025 update of the CWEDD CEDS, the region’s community profile information should be
updated with current data.
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